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Q1. What do you value about Elwood Foreshore?

23149 Aug 16, 2020, 11:15 PM Openess, clear views & plenty of trees
Great cycling track and walking path.
Wide open spaces to kick a ball.
Places to sit and enjoy the outdoors.
23148 Aug 16, 2020, 11:14 PM Loved the kids park beside the restaurant when my kids were younger (we ate dinner while watching them play at least once a week!)
23147 Aug 16, 2020, 10:49 PM The open space with the water. The use of the beach for walking, swimming, contemplating and using the beach related clubs. Angling, life saving and sailing.
The water based clubs are giving clubs that make Elwood foreshore and Elwood home to me. I greatly value the skills, knowledge and comradery that the water based clubs of Elwood has given my family. Elwood wouldn't be the same without them. They have been such an integral part of Elwood in the past and every
23146 Aug 16, 2020, 10:21 PM effort should be given to ensure they remain and grow into the future.
23145 Aug 16, 2020, 09:57 PM Walking path and green spaces to walk with my dog. Open spaces. Trees and grasses areas. Beach well maintained. Need to manage rising sea levels and protect beach and Elwood community of the effects of climate change.
23144 Aug 16, 2020, 09:52 PM Low-key and local feel with lots of open space, non-commercial atmosphere. Great park for family BBQs and lots of opportunities for the local community to come together.
23143 Aug 16, 2020, 09:13 PM
With a new furry addition to the family we are most grateful for the March to November window for dogs to be allowed on the beach and appreciative that even in summer there are a few hours at either end of the day we can also walk the dog on the beach.
23142 Aug 16, 2020, 09:03 PM I do however think at least one or two stands with dog poo bags available would be excellent! I've found myself picking up other people's dog poo :( on the sand just because I don't want us to be banned from using the area.
23141 Aug 16, 2020, 07:45 PM Nice traditional, relatively unadulterated open space where I can have a swim, a walk on the beach, relax on a grassy patch and in the shade of the bushes, have an ice cream, an occasional restaurant meal. I have been enjoying Elwood foreshore for the past 28 years, and like it as it is.
The openness.
To be able to walk, run or ride along beside the beautiful bay.
The sporting facilities which I use (in particular croquet and tennis).
23140 Aug 16, 2020, 07:31 PM there is room for organised and passive activities to take place at the same time.
* Paved walking areas
* Seating or park benches
* Picnic tables
* BBQ areas
23139 Aug 16, 2020, 06:48 PM * Coffee/Food kiosks
The pathway along the beach - love walking along here at all times of day, days of week and in all weathers. Grassy area next to the pathway is also good during COVID to ensure you can keep your distance from people when it is busy. The area outside the Sailing Club for the annual ANZAC Day service - this is a really
23138 Aug 16, 2020, 06:47 PM moving ceremony each year. Could be more benches on the grass to sit and read. I also love the historical artworks on the pier showing Elwood/St Kilda etc in years gone by. I also love the historic kiosk - this must be retained as it is unique.
Open space
A place to exercise or contemplate
Enjoy nature
23137 Aug 16, 2020, 06:20 PM Socialise
23135 Aug 16, 2020, 06:09 PM The beach and sea
what I value is the natural environment with bike and walk paths. It would be good to have some exercise equipment equipped along the shore for people to use. Have a permanent ice-cream shop/cafe open all year round, other than one expensive restaurant. It should be more family orientated rather than for events and
functions or people who can afford to have an expensive meals.. Noticed that there are more and more children being on the beach or riding bikes with parents. Ice cream shop would be good. Perhaps have family fun run along the bike path once or twice a year during summer. Have some kind of activities that a family can
23134 Aug 16, 2020, 05:36 PM enjoy. Can consider farmers market to be held there rather than in Elwood high school. Set up for volleyball games on the beach. Maybe a place to hire a sun tent, deck chairs, umbrella..etc.
23133 Aug 16, 2020, 04:19 PM The Elwood Angling Club is an extremely enjoyable place to meet like minded people & socialise. E A C teaches people how to fish & look after the enviroment so it is a good place to meet. EAC do voluntary work to help others. I also enjoy walking along the foreshore
23131 Aug 16, 2020, 02:18 PM Ability to swim in clean water, beach with no rubbish, kick the footy, not as busy as St Kilda or Brighton
23129 Aug 16, 2020, 01:42 PM The openess to the ocean, access to the foreshore, the community groups and the park land.
23128 Aug 16, 2020, 01:13 PM
23124 Aug 16, 2020, 09:26 AM I like that it’s not over commercialised and not full of backpackers like in st kilda. It is a charm to it that think the community really enjoy. I value the space there and the natural environment that doesn’t feel too forced.
23123 Aug 16, 2020, 09:04 AM Availability, open spaces, cleanliness
Ability to have a wide view of the bay and surrounds
An opportunity local schools have in being able to engage with the bay
Various sporting facilities and ability to engage in sport by the bay
Various venues
Close to working areas so sport can be undertaken after work
Close to cafe, bar, restaurant, retail vicinity
Close proximity parking
23118 Aug 15, 2020, 08:01 PM It's simplicity, not overdeveloped thus not taking away from the very close by retail, food precincts

23117 Aug 15, 2020, 06:56 PM access to open space by the water to walk the dogs, connection with nature
23116 Aug 15, 2020, 06:34 PM wide open green space, uninterrupted views, minimal overdevelopment
- Clean beaches
- Separate bike and pedestrian paths
23115 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM - beach showers
I value the beach pathway, especially the separate pedestrian and bike paths. I love the green spaces too and having clean beaches. It is a very nice community that feels accepting of all. Also allowing well-behaved dogs to use the beach when it isn't peak season (I'm not a dog owner, I just love seeing them looking so happy
23114 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM on the beach).
Meeting place
Chill out and watch the sea
23111 Aug 15, 2020, 02:16 PM Beach
23110 Aug 15, 2020, 01:05 PM Nature and natural beautynee, clean beach, family atmosphere
23109 Aug 15, 2020, 12:47 PM Not overdeveloped, open natural park areas, limited parking to avoid natural areas being impacted, limited business' / clubs operating - overall local feel of the area
23097 Aug 14, 2020, 01:41 PM I love the old buildings the history and connection to water, sailing fishing etc
23095 Aug 14, 2020, 11:35 AM No encroaching housing. Old trees. Garden beds. Almost a real beach.
23093 Aug 14, 2020, 09:32 AM The outlook across Port Phillip Bay, the room to move and walk about, the feeling of space opening up in contrast to the medium density development of Elwood itself, the gatherings of people (when we aren't in lockdown due to a pandemic) at leisure, enjoying and relaxing in this public amenity.
LFK kinder and the bush walks that the kids do
23092 Aug 14, 2020, 08:43 AM The beach
Lovely beach and running trail
Open space
Old school community vibe...eg ice cream trucks, sailing club, fishing club
Freedom for many different groups to gather
23090 Aug 13, 2020, 06:43 PM Not too crowded and busy (eg st kilda)
23088 Aug 13, 2020, 04:08 PM Open space, the beach, easy parking and pleasant views & experience
23087 Aug 13, 2020, 04:01 PM Life saving club and Elwood bathers.
We are very involved in Nippers and love its proximity to the shore for training and running the sessions - Nippers is uniquely-Australian not being offered in any other country and fostering new life savers and enhancing water safety and awareness in children - I believe it is one of the most important establishments on the
foreshore and requires urgent maintenance to ensure this can safely and more easily continue doing great work
We also have started cold water swimming which has been a life saver over the lockdowns
The sailing club has been the scene of many memorable events for us
We do outdoor bootcamp near the pavillion - all year round which is amazing- I hate indoor Gyms so this is the best way to get exercise in a group
23086 Aug 13, 2020, 01:58 PM Our kids both train and play footy at WW oval
23085 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM The openness. The cleanliness of the sand.
23084 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM The beautiful stories from local residents along the footpaths, foot and bike paths and sand areas
23083 Aug 13, 2020, 12:48 PM It is the primary point of access to the foreshore for me. It is quite welcoming and, of course, popular.. I use the foreshore almost every day for swimming (in the season,) cycling and walking.
23082 Aug 13, 2020, 11:32 AM Not so busy
The ability to walk/run along the beach. I've been doing it every day for 30 years.
23081 Aug 13, 2020, 10:07 AM Not much has changed during that time!
23080 Aug 13, 2020, 09:42 AM ability to enjoy the water by walking, swimming, etc
23078 Aug 12, 2020, 11:03 PM Mixture of uses... sports clubs, dining option, community engagement with the kinder, scouts and life saving club
23077 Aug 12, 2020, 10:16 PM Mix of park and beach
the following:
parkland
beach
walking track
bike path
23073 Aug 12, 2020, 04:54 PM toilet block/ change rooms
23072 Aug 12, 2020, 02:50 PM Community space
23070 Aug 12, 2020, 01:06 PM community family non crowded space
23065 Aug 12, 2020, 09:56 AM It's a great place for locals, and less busy then other bay beaches. It's also clean and is used by some great clubs.
23064 Aug 12, 2020, 09:43 AM It’s low key. It’s not trying to be a major tourist attraction- leave that to st kilda and brighton who have space. It is low tech, low glitz and local.
23063 Aug 11, 2020, 11:42 PM It’s chill vibes

23062 Aug 11, 2020, 09:28 PM Open space to exercise, access to the beach with parking options (although overpriced and all day restrictions).
23061 Aug 11, 2020, 08:59 PM Walking the dogs and the beauty it provides
23060 Aug 11, 2020, 08:29 PM It has a lot of cool wildlife both underwater and above water and is a beautiful open space for us to come to to exercise and enjoy
23058 Aug 11, 2020, 05:44 PM The beach and the surrounding parks. The walks, runs along the foreshore paths.
23057 Aug 11, 2020, 05:20 PM
23054 Aug 11, 2020, 11:58 AM Wide walking paths. Wide clean beach. Doggy play ground. Cafe and icecream . Cafe accessible from the beach.
23052 Aug 11, 2020, 07:49 AM its openness and availability, family friendly & accessible to all. Plenty of car parking usually available
23051 Aug 11, 2020, 03:09 AM It’s a lovely natural space for residents in Elwood, friendly and promotes a healthy lifestyle. I love that there is a terrific licensed cafe like Elwood Bathers down there.
23049 Aug 10, 2020, 10:57 PM That it's not over built and has lots of space
23048 Aug 10, 2020, 10:32 PM Direct access to the beach to walk and cycle, accees to toilets and to cafes/ ice cream trucks, drinking fountains,
23046 Aug 10, 2020, 09:54 PM Eating and drinking and socialising by the water
23044 Aug 10, 2020, 08:24 PM Good parking, lots of wide open space, and it’s nice to have options to dine out right on the beach.
23040 Aug 10, 2020, 07:02 PM Clean and open. People use it for a diversity of reasons; exercise, catching up with family and friends, walking their dogs. It has a nice community feel about it.
23039 Aug 10, 2020, 06:37 PM
23038 Aug 10, 2020, 06:25 PM the open green spaces so close to the water
23037 Aug 10, 2020, 06:14 PM The playgrounds and picnic facilities. Also the landscaping around the beach.
23036 Aug 10, 2020, 06:05 PM The open space
23035 Aug 10, 2020, 05:24 PM Open space, playing fields and access to beach and bayside cycle and walking tracks.
23033 Aug 10, 2020, 04:58 PM Parking by the seafront is included in the foreshore permit.
23030 Aug 10, 2020, 02:39 PM The long sandy beach, the path and walks along the foreshore.
23028 Aug 10, 2020, 01:46 PM Walking, running along the foreshore in the early AM before it gets too crowded. The ability to duck down and have a quick dip when the conditions are good.
23026 Aug 10, 2020, 12:44 PM The open spaces, the freedom to move between spaces easily. That a good mixture of activities and spaces is within walking distance.
23024 Aug 09, 2020, 11:12 PM Accessibility, diversity of community uses, natural environment
23023 Aug 09, 2020, 10:00 PM Wide beach. Open grassed spaces. Place to meet friends. Great space to swim / run.
23022 Aug 09, 2020, 05:04 PM Elwood Bathers, the water, the sand, being able to run along it, the sailing club, lifesavers being on hand.
23021 Aug 09, 2020, 05:02 PM It is kept clean, however would love to see the seaweed taken away when it builds up. The park areas within the foreshore.
23020 Aug 09, 2020, 03:32 PM That it’s not too built up or commercialised. My daily walks there feel like I’m actually in nature away from traffic
23019 Aug 09, 2020, 01:48 PM Beach
23018 Aug 09, 2020, 01:26 PM The fact that it is natural and unspoilt by architects
23017 Aug 09, 2020, 12:46 PM Open space. Mix of grass areas and sand. Toilet facilities. BBQ facilities. Space to gather with friends.
23016 Aug 09, 2020, 12:01 PM Walking and cycling paths, scenery, beach.
23015 Aug 09, 2020, 11:10 AM Native vegetation and open space!
23014 Aug 09, 2020, 10:58 AM Relaxed feeling similar to to a country town yet so close to the city.
23013 Aug 09, 2020, 10:38 AM Good community facilities in an easy to access beach location
23012 Aug 09, 2020, 10:32 AM Lots of parking
23011 Aug 09, 2020, 10:12 AM As the Elwood Park Tennis Club, we value the tennis courts and associated facilities.
23010 Aug 08, 2020, 05:26 PM The variety of sporting activities around including little nippers, triathlon, sailing, walking, running, cycling etc.
23009 Aug 08, 2020, 11:26 AM

23008 Aug 08, 2020, 10:39 AM Open green space, good access to the beach.
1. Its family-friendly atmosphere, catering for all ages with its safe beach that enables swimming, water games, SUP, canoeing, kayaking, sailing, fishing, all within easy access, and offering breadth of activity options (ovals for games, running, etc, scenic walking and cycling paths, children's playground, tennis, croquet, life
saving, sailing and fishing clubs, and sea scouts).
2. 'Bathers' seems to be a well-managed cafe, and its presence and popularity add a certain 'life' to the precinct; it is a definite drawcard.
3. Whilst the Foreshore is very close to the city, and to a busy Ormond Esplanade, one has the feeling of being 'on holidays' when there. The somewhat unkempt undergrowth and 'plantation' between the Esplanade and the beach seem to offer a barrier to the sounds and general busyness of passing traffic.
4. Although it is slightly outside the shaded area on the accompanying map, the area between the Sea Scouts and the Point Ormond beacon add to the overall ambience by offering interesting views of the city (or Brighton Yacht Club, depending on direction of travel) and plenty of visual interest on the beach, and in the water
- there is always something going on - as we walk or ride along the respective paths.
5. The classes that are held for community members often spill out onto the lawns in front of the Sailing and Angling Clubs. The Beach Fitness classes especially do this, adding to the real community feeling.
23007 Aug 07, 2020, 05:50 PM 6. The Foreshore is the closest thing to a 'Town Square of Elwood', far outstripping the shopping precinct as the community meeting place.
23006 Aug 07, 2020, 02:17 PM Walking on the beach, views from Pt Ormond, sailing from the sailing club, where I am a member.
23005 Aug 07, 2020, 10:11 AM Uncluttered space. It is clean and safe and provides for local clubs and groups to manage themselves and participate in a variety of activities. Gardens are well tended. It is not overdeveloped.
23004 Aug 06, 2020, 09:16 PM Elwood foreshore's retains a natural feel, unlike many beaches in Port Phillip. It has plenty of green space, trees and is not dominated by the road. We love Elwood beach - please don't overdevelop it!
23003 Aug 06, 2020, 04:30 PM clean beaches and clean water and trees
We use the Elwood foreshore regularly, primarily for running, riding, walking the doc and swimming. The key features that we value are (i) good quality water and sand, (ii) safe paths for walking and riding, (iii) good quality stops for coffee or meals.
One of the key problems is a lack of co-ordination with Bayside Council which has resulting in the portion of the foreshore south of Head Street being a 'poor cousin' to the northern section, with less sand + poor cleaning practices.
23002 Aug 06, 2020, 02:08 PM The prohibitions of dog walking are also over-the-top and prohibitions should be limited to times when the beach is likely to be busy with swimmers.
23001 Aug 06, 2020, 12:31 PM being able to walk along the beach with my dog. Greenery. Being able to escape from the hustle and bustle of the city
23000 Aug 06, 2020, 12:13 PM Open spaces, passive recreational spaces, playgrounds and community sporting facilities, used and accessible to locals of all ages. Clean beach and well maintained foreshore precinct. Swimming area patrolled by lifesavers.
22999 Aug 06, 2020, 12:05 PM Space and passive open areas with easy access for locals. Clean well maintained beaches. Walking paths although they need to be wider
22998 Aug 06, 2020, 09:51 AM Nicer beach than St Kilda, good recreational facilities, community/village feel, development so far has been good but needs to go further.
22997 Aug 06, 2020, 08:09 AM The easy access to the beach and its long child friendly boardwalk. Elwood bathers and the playground.
22996 Aug 05, 2020, 09:51 PM The ovens and parks around there. The wide areas for people to relax near the beach and the bike paths and walk paths.
Ability to be used for multiple purposes, eg transition swim to ride to run.
Showers.
Proximity of parking to the beach, ie easy access to carry my surf ski down to the beach.
22995 Aug 05, 2020, 09:36 PM Able to grab a coffee with friends or a bite to eat.
Grassy areas to do exercise
Beautiful swimmable beach
Fantastic surf life saving club
Great race venue for triathlons
22994 Aug 05, 2020, 05:10 PM Occasionally great coffee depending who owns the cafes at any point in time
I am a member of the angling club and the sailing club and strongly support these. I also support all the other non-commercial clubs including the scouts, life savers, tennis and other sporting clubs.
22993 Aug 05, 2020, 04:00 PM I also value the beach which I frequently use for swimming, sunbathing and dog walking.
22992 Aug 05, 2020, 01:22 PM The sea, greenery and a relaxing vibe for all.
22988 Aug 05, 2020, 12:33 PM So close to the city and so beautiful.
22987 Aug 05, 2020, 08:51 AM The Elwood Angling Club
Out door space , good parking , clubs and activities , walking spaces , Views. People getting fit , Sporting events, Parking with my girlfiend 30 years ago , eating fishing and chips on the beach with my mum 40 years ago . Catching whiting off elwood , catching snapper off the brighton breakwater. catching squid near the
22986 Aug 04, 2020, 10:14 PM brighton breakwall. Sailing off the elwood beach . Sunsets. The Pine trees along the beach , the cafe up the end. Bike path and jogging along the foreshore when i was much younger,
22985 Aug 04, 2020, 08:50 PM Green space, light and views of the sea
22984 Aug 04, 2020, 08:39 PM
22983 Aug 04, 2020, 08:32 PM Access to clean beach and walkways
22981 Aug 04, 2020, 06:11 PM The beautiful space for our family and dog to be healthy. Spending time with friends and community. Feeling that the children are safe and enjoying be back to nature.
22980 Aug 04, 2020, 05:44 PM The fact it is there, open to the public and that it caters for families, bathers, strollers, joggers, cyclists.
22977 Aug 04, 2020, 04:42 PM green space that isn't allocated to sporting codes.= free green space.
Natural elements: vegetation, birdlife and topography
22976 Aug 04, 2020, 03:41 PM Constructed elements: the Canal and its bridges
22975 Aug 04, 2020, 03:16 PM The view & the beach & fresh air
22974 Aug 04, 2020, 12:42 PM Space, walking, restaurants clubs
22973 Aug 04, 2020, 12:13 PM The unrestricted open space - from the oval (Head Street) to the beach front. This is invaluable to Melburians; not just the people of the City of Port Phillip.

22972 Aug 04, 2020, 10:04 AM The variety of activities in a beach setting. Feels like a community hub.
22971 Aug 04, 2020, 09:06 AM It's underdevelopment and no tall buildings, it's clean and quiet and just a nice little spot.
22970 Aug 03, 2020, 11:54 PM I think it is not that inviting to be frank.
22969 Aug 03, 2020, 08:42 PM Its natural beauty and open spaces beside the sea.
22968 Aug 03, 2020, 06:34 PM Easy access to the beach, walking and riding track.
22967 Aug 03, 2020, 05:12 PM I like that it supports a wide range of leisure and sporting activities, is inclusive and accessible for all
22965 Aug 03, 2020, 04:54 PM Accessible public open space, indigenous vegetation and fauna, places for local clubs relevant to the sea
22964 Aug 03, 2020, 02:19 PM The beach
It's relative lack of development and the fact that what is there (by and large) services community interests such as fishing, life saving etc. I enjoy the amenity of the wide grass embankments and of course the hill with its refurbished little wooden structure! The views across the bay are great. It has a strong sense of
22963 Aug 03, 2020, 12:25 PM community ownership with the potential to be used in numbers of ways.
22962 Aug 02, 2020, 10:03 PM The majestic expanse of the bay and the ability to interact with it personally by utilising either walking pathways or bike pathways or just viewing it with changing weather conditions.
22961 Aug 02, 2020, 09:35 PM Beautiful beach and boardwalk
22960 Aug 02, 2020, 12:45 PM Beach, BBQs walking paths and gardens
22959 Aug 02, 2020, 12:37 PM BBQs, walking paths, beach healthy environment
22958 Aug 02, 2020, 12:26 PM I love the space and the vast green I love the sweeping views across the playing fields to the beach without being interrupted by high buildings. I love the walk along the beach all the way to St Kilda.
Natural beauty and absence of manicured spaces.
Simplicity and access for all to enjoy the space free of charge.
Caters for formal and informal outdoor activities.
A small number of quality eating options.
22957 Aug 02, 2020, 11:19 AM That it is not a 'draw card' location and therefore does not attract lots of people from outside of the area.
22956 Aug 02, 2020, 10:16 AM Cycling and recreational spaces
22955 Aug 02, 2020, 10:04 AM It’s simplicity
22954 Aug 01, 2020, 08:58 PM That way it is
22953 Aug 01, 2020, 06:57 PM The mixture of activities and clubs on the foreshore.
22952 Aug 01, 2020, 05:51 PM The simple nature of it. Open space to enjoy the fresh air and views of the bay, not much to it. Simply lovely
22951 Aug 01, 2020, 04:26 PM Elwood foreshore is an amazing location which enhances the appeal of Elwood. The most valuable aspect of the foreshore, currently, is the large expanses of open law and pedestrian friendliness.
22950 Aug 01, 2020, 03:23 PM Quite open public space that is welcoming and accessible. Elwood is a quite family oriented beach and should maintain and enhance that experience. St Kilda beach is a commercial operation that is more likely to exclude than include families.
22949 Aug 01, 2020, 12:26 PM clean beaches, walking and separate cycle tracks, coffee pavilion.
22948 Aug 01, 2020, 08:37 AM All the green space and nature, cleanliness, areas to walk/bike ride, in good condition
22947 Jul 31, 2020, 11:39 PM Topless bathers
Green space adjacent to beach access.
22945 Jul 31, 2020, 11:27 AM Foreshore trails.
Grassy area and sandy area in one spot.
Lots of shade (trees) and areas for picnics/eating food.
22944 Jul 31, 2020, 11:03 AM
22943 Jul 31, 2020, 11:00 AM

BBQs and facilities to encourage community interaction.

22942 Jul 31, 2020, 10:36 AM
22941 Jul 31, 2020, 09:57 AM

The walking tracks, abundance of recreational activity (SUP, nippers, small group fitness etc.), visiting Point Ormond, playgrounds close by, that there's a place to get a drink and quality food, without an overload of hospitality infrastructure, that it's not overrun by tourists and visitors, that it's clean and safe.
It’s fabulous amenity for all. The connection with nature. The open space. The opportunity for physical and recreational activity.
It provides a large open space both passive and active for the residents of Elwood and visitors. It has a place for organised sport and basic non organised recreation, dog walking, kids runnng and jumping etc. It allows visitors to the area to access the beach. The sailing, fishing and croquet clubs provide social and
recreational spaces for locals and others from outside the area.
The ability to go sailing and engage with fellow sailing club members and friends
All of the recreational activities available: SUP boarding, Tennis, Wellness, sailing etc... fantastic. And of course you need a lovely restaurant and a funky cafe to accomodate those places. You can see that when the Wild Gypsea Wellness centre and cafe opens, its going to be fantastic for the area and complete what Elwood
has been missing out on for so long!
Greenery, nature and space to be outside. The walking and bike tracks and bush for kids to play in.
Public toilets, showers, life savers, purchase food. Community grass area
The variety of spaces for a whole variety of activities
Close to home
Access to port Phillip bay
Walking and bike paths
Foreshore vegetation (native flora and fauna)
Open space and views

22940 Jul 31, 2020, 09:33 AM
22939 Jul 31, 2020, 08:45 AM
22938
22937
22936
22935

Jul 31, 2020, 05:33 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:12 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 10:21 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 10:12 PM

22934 Jul 30, 2020, 09:52 PM

22933
22932
22931
22930
22929
22928
22927
22926

Jul 30, 2020, 09:46 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:22 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:20 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 08:14 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 07:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:59 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:47 PM

22925 Jul 30, 2020, 06:21 PM
22924 Jul 30, 2020, 06:16 PM
22923 Jul 30, 2020, 05:12 PM

22922
22921
22920
22919
22918
22917

Jul 30, 2020, 04:03 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:46 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:36 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:32 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:27 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:16 PM

22916 Jul 30, 2020, 02:24 PM
22915
22914
22913
22912
22911
22910
22909
22908
22907
22904
22902
22901
22900
22899

Jul 30, 2020, 11:54 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:44 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:13 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:09 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:06 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 08:41 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:35 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:35 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 12:07 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 09:44 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:40 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:39 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:27 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 07:41 PM

22898 Jul 29, 2020, 06:14 PM

22897
22895
22893
22892
22888
22887
22886

Jul 29, 2020, 06:11 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 03:53 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 12:57 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 12:11 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 10:13 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:32 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 07:52 AM

22885 Jul 28, 2020, 11:00 PM
22884 Jul 28, 2020, 10:18 PM
22883 Jul 28, 2020, 07:58 PM
22882
22881
22880
22879
22878
22877
22876
22875
22874
22873
22872

Jul 28, 2020, 04:23 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 03:41 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 03:40 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 01:40 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:57 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:34 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:28 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 09:41 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 09:34 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 09:12 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:40 PM

The open space. Not crowded.
I value the community spirit and that Elwood Beach feels local and tucked away, unlike St Kilda that feels overrun with day trippers who do not respect the community.
I use the foreshore every day. I swim all year round with my swim group Elwood Aquatic - 152km since December. My three children play there. My wife and I exercise there. It’s vital to our wellness, our connection to community and our ocean.
It’s clean, easy to access and not too crowded. Swimming all year round. Kids playing on the beach.
The area is clean and well utilised by the general public
Public services along the beach front including my daughters kindergarten that centres its curriculum around conservation along the foreshore.
The foreshore is a recreation space for all people and not just for Port Phillip residents. It gives people an opportunity to appreciate the sea, the sky and weather conditions. It is a space to walk, paddle, swim, sail, eat and ride along the Bay Trail.
The beautiful beach and great place to swim (I swim there 5 times per week), the great car park and how easy it is to access by car or on foot.
I value that there’s a toilet block near by.
I value that it’s open to dogs during the winter months.
I value that it’s a great place for walkers, bike riders, families and avid keen swimmers like myself .
The beach, the open spaces, the community facilities
Natural surrounds, beach, serenity
It caters for all types and ages - swimmers, walkers, runners, bike riders, bbqers, life saving etc.
It is well maintained and easily accessible.
It has the occasional food/ice cream van which is great.
Grass areas, walking paths, family friendly, dogs areas
The ability to walk and bike ride and be next to the water.
Space - fresh air - casualness - freedom
being able to walk along the beach and foreshore area, a well maintained buzzy area, with not too much dedicated car parking so we dont get flooded by the tourists. Parking is used by beach goers and sports.
clearly the Beach is the main attraction, I’m apart of a large swimming group Elwood Aquatic and we swim all year around rain hail or shine in just our bathers, other than a cold out door shower that we wash the sand off our feet for the layman or local unfortunately it doesn’t offer us any more than that.
Beach ,walking & bike tracks.
Dog leash free zone
The community, the wide walking path, the ramps to beach, the bbq area the grassy patches, the wide expanse of beach,
The reprieve from the built environment
It’s a great place to walk, walk your dog, chat to people, watch the sunset and have a meal while looking at the water
I value the walking paths along the foreshore, the amenities of toilets, the rotunda cafe and the restaurant (one of the few restaurants with bay views. The open spaces, the vegetation, the fresh air and meeting friends out walking.
Open spaces and mix of uses.

best swimming beach close to the city (there are closer ones, but the water quality is not as good)
Green and natural. Please don't make it into a concrete low maintenance sterile place.
The uninterrupted beachfront views, open green spaces, plenty of room for pedestrians, sun-bakers, families and cyclists.
I value the Elwood foreshore for being a relatively quiet piece of COPP I love the structures already there we need to keep this in place unlike the monstrous Ugly concrete buildings of st Kilda eg stoke house
The views across the water, the relatively undeveloped areas. Places to see the sunset. Bike and ped paths.
Open space, opportunity to meet with friends, quiet compared to the hoards of tourists in st Kilda. Opportunity to walk/cycling/scoot/run with family in a safe environment.
As a place of personal recreation that includes a lovely view
Original buildings from a bygone era
I value the peace and serenity of the Elwood Foreshore.
I am currently playing croquet three days a week, and I find the view overlooking the sporting grounds to the sea very refreshing and relaxing. It is lovely to be in a place that is tranquil.
In warmer months I often walk along the foreshore itself enjoying the summer breeze and watching the waves come in.
open spaces are great for people.
Relatively clean, safe beach for the community. Lovely walking tracks with plenty of open spaces.
The diversity of facilities, from parks, to playgrounds to sporting fields and tennis courts, and to the scouts, angling club, sailing club and lifesaving club.
the neighbourhood feel. the clean, broad beach.
Ability to do one relaxing activities such as walking, bike riding, having a picnic, swimming, fishing, enjoying the sea
The open space, the bike path and footpath lay out, the beach is a great size and also there are community clubs such as lifesaving, sailing and fishing which bring people to the area and give it a sense of the space being used.
Walks at the fresh air near the water.
The Elwood angling Club: great activities, great people with same interest of Water boats & fishing.
Other clubs and Organisation such as the sailing club.
Beach, sporting precinct
It’s my main interface with nature.
Trees; grass; minimal development: historical buildings such as Scout Hall and Elwood Sailing and Angling club; bike path: native shrub; beach; esplanade
I can’t emphasise enough how important it is to have grass and nature on the foreshore
Beach cleaner than St Kilda, and used by people of all ages for all purposes, doesn’t have the wild reputation that St Kilda has. Natural scenery and sufficient space for recreation and exercise.
Open spaces, green grass, walking paths, local amenities
The pleasant walking tracks and open spaces that the foreshore provides
the yacht club my granddad built the stairs so please don't knock it down I was christened there and then married there, and I want my kids to get married there too.
One of the friendliest beaches on the Bay.
The walking/running track, the grass, the wooden ledge to sit on
Good walk/bicyclepath and well kept beach
Open space, grassy areas and native vegetation
The freedom, beauty, open space, access for the community, clean and lots of greenery
I swim most days with a group of friends. The group (Elwood Aquatic) has grown from a couple of us a few years ago to a large group now. Whilst most of us are in our 40s, it is the most inclusive, positive and supportive group I’ve been a part of. I started recording my swims in December when I got a Garmin and since there
I have swim 120km in the bay, almost exclusively at elwood. As a group we would have to swim 3 times per day. This group has been the best thing for my mental health. Working in education, this has been the hardest and most stressful year of my life. Being able to get out into the water and swim with such a positive and
supporting ce group has really got me through.

22871 Jul 27, 2020, 07:38 PM
22870 Jul 27, 2020, 07:37 PM
22869 Jul 27, 2020, 07:25 PM

On top of this I am actively involved with the ELSC Nippers program and volunteer on the committee. The foreshore is such an integral part of living in the area and we are there most days throughout the year. Having the Nippers facility is an incredible way to experience the beach and brings the community.
I swim down at Elwood beach 2-3 times a week throughout the year and my children participate in nippers in the summer so we are at the beach several times a week all year round. I feel very lucky to have access to a clean, well cared for, safe beach. The community that we have built around swimming has helped my
mental health considerably, especially during Covid. I don’t know where I’d be without it!
The quietness

22868 Jul 27, 2020, 07:23 PM
22867 Jul 27, 2020, 07:15 PM

22866
22864
22863
22862
22861
22860
22859

Jul 27, 2020, 06:19 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 05:14 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 05:03 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 04:52 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 02:34 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 01:00 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 12:59 PM

22858 Jul 27, 2020, 11:32 AM

22856
22855
22854
22853
22852

Jul 27, 2020, 10:49 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 09:45 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 08:50 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:36 AM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:29 PM

22851 Jul 26, 2020, 10:27 PM
22850 Jul 26, 2020, 09:00 PM

Open space, seating options, bbqs
Accessibility for both bike riders and walkers
Open space
Walking path
Bicycle path
Space to be on the beach or on grass
Access to the beach
Surf life saving club
Public toilets
Dogs
Openess, accessibility, space, variety of areas used for range of activities.
Ease of access, wide open spaces, diversity of faclities.
the sailing club its the only really histruy we have left, the bikek path and introduction of cafes has taken away what was once just us some boats sun baking and beautiful water. now its all nasty bike people jet skis and peopel that dont know anythgin about Elwood.
The beach is nice but there are no shaded places to sit. The bathrooms stink. There are not enough facilities given the amount of people.
Please see my previously submitted survey.
I have included Question 4 answers in this version.
I have a personal interest in the Elwood Foreshore having been the Director Valuation & Property at St Kilda Council for 10 years from 1984 to 1994. I was involved in the creation and building of the Sails on the Bay restaurant.
I live in
and regularly walk along the Elwood foreshore for recreation purposes.
My professional role as Real Estate & Leasing Advisor for Scouts Victoria involves our BAYWAC facility at 1 Elwood Foreshore. I am currently in lease renewal negotiations with Port Phillip Council for a short term lease until the Elwood Foreshore Concept Design is created.
The access it offers to diverse interest groups.
Access to the beach, habitat, the Bay Trail.
5
It is a great place to walk and bike ride, and enjoy the beach.
The large open space that is free for the community to use - for sport, cycles, walking.
I value the lack of commercial units. It is refreshing to have no shops or restaurants. One cafe at the bathers is enough.
I value the community buildings - surf club, baths.
I like the children's play area
The usually clean beach.
On a hot sunny day it is the perfect blend.. locals, old and new, Eastern Europeans, Muslim families, same sex couples, all blending, without the Tension of St kilda.. there is room to spread out and feel the warm sand..
This area is a key part of our recreation and enjoyment of our neighborhood. We frequently walk on the beach and the beach footpath. We also frequently meet friends and have a picnic and barbecue in the park near the tennis courts.

22849 Jul 26, 2020, 04:50 PM

We love the trees and the greenery and lawns and the bay view with minimal buildings in the view.
This area is a key part of our recreation and enjoyment of our neighborhood. We frequently walk on the beach and the beach footpath. We also frequently meet friends and have a picnic and barbecue in the park near the tennis courts.

22848
22847
22846
22845
22844
22843
22842
22841
22840
22839
22838
22837
22836
22835
22834

We love the trees and the greenery and lawns and the bay view with minimal buildings in the view.
Parkland, recreational facilities, space for families to play and come together.
Leave it alone
Accessibility. I like that bikes and people have separate tracks. Public amenities.
Open spaces and seaview. Nature.
Clean beach available to local users, with quality lifesaving services.
Elwood sailing club and the bicycle path
The walking trail and the view.
Its accessible for people not just from Elwood but from surrounding suburbs as a family safe beach. Life saving, sailing and angling clubs help to make up the character of the foreshore. Changing facilities and public amenities are very useful and important for swimming.
Nature, still an element of wildness, green Bush strips, many people using for diverse reasons, swimming, kayaking, lifesaving, dog walking, hopefully snorkeling
It’s an integral part of Elwood.
Wide, open beach, set well back from the road. The “buzz” of lots of recreational activities. A family place.
Space and lady Forster kinder
The lifesaving club and the activities that can be done through it.
Using the beach and swimming knowing that Elwood life saving club Are patrolling and how valuable they are.
Visually the iconic mix of architecture and the open grassed area adjacent to the beach. The walking and cycling tracks winding along the foreshore. It’s a very clean and safe beach for local families and visitors. It’s well utilised by the Elwood Sailing Club, the Lifesaving Club and the Angling Club providing many opportunities
for community involvement in a variety of water sports and activities.
Simplicity
The lifesaving club, good family area
Green space/reserve
Bike Paths that largely stay away from pedestrians
Low key buildings and some older style kiosk with character
Lovely and well maintained beachscapes
Angling club/yacht club buildings and upstairs venue area
Point Ormond and playground area
The sailing club and good access for sailing and windsurfing
The bike path along the beach
On the surface its Clean, accessible, open space that isn’t too congested with businesses
BBQ area, bike path, playground, Elwood Bathers and toilets.
Excellent off the beach sailing. Restaurants and Elwood sailing club social venues
The open space
Its our local beach, and it's close and safe
The water, the connection to the community
space and free from too many shops e.t.c
The big open areas, the lack of buildings.
The Beach and the wild bushes and Treed areas
Simple and not over developed

Jul 26, 2020, 04:50 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 04:05 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 01:53 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:31 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 11:09 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:41 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:22 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:38 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:30 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:05 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:50 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:27 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:14 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:43 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:24 PM

22833 Jul 25, 2020, 05:04 PM
22832 Jul 25, 2020, 04:49 PM
22831 Jul 25, 2020, 04:10 PM

22830 Jul 25, 2020, 04:01 PM
22829
22828
22827
22826
22825
22824
22823
22822
22821
22820
22819

Jul 25, 2020, 03:50 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 03:11 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 03:00 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 02:29 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 01:44 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:42 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:31 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:01 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:20 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:19 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:14 AM

22818
22817
22816
22815
22814
22813

Jul 25, 2020, 09:12 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:36 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:28 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:57 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:51 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:22 AM

22812
22811
22810
22809

Jul 24, 2020, 11:17 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:25 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:21 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:09 PM

22808 Jul 24, 2020, 10:03 PM
22807 Jul 24, 2020, 09:31 PM

22806 Jul 24, 2020, 09:24 PM
22805 Jul 24, 2020, 08:41 PM
22804 Jul 24, 2020, 07:51 PM
22803 Jul 24, 2020, 07:14 PM
22802 Jul 24, 2020, 05:47 PM
22801 Jul 24, 2020, 05:45 PM

Nothing, I don’t live there, it does not interest me. My area interests me where the Council spends nothing. Clean street bins, repair nature strips, pick up rubbish like branches from nature strips, repair pavements.
Our rate money is very high but nothing is spent on our area to make it a nice place to live.
Spend our rates cleaning up our area. Park street, Wells Street Coventry Street, Stuart street, Dorcas road, Bank Street etc.etc.
It’s ability to have access for running and walking without traffic. It’s also a beautiful spot for sun sets.
It’s not overdeveloped or touristy
Well organized used for walkers and riders
The memories it brings, of those days at the beach with my late parents.
The natural spaces and vistas, connection to the sea and fresh air. I use the bike lanes and footpaths regularly
I live opposite the foreshore so it’s an amazing inner city slice of beach life.
The facilities are well maintained and nice surrounding parklands.
Grass areas, Elwood bathers, ELSC, yacht club, rock wall and pier
Nature, vegetation, clean sand, clean water, walking paths, bike paths, natural shade, peace, quiet; Especially value the minimal development, local low key businesses suited to the location, parkland, playgrounds, views of the city & bay, open space, revegetation areas, park furniture.
People there are smiley and relaxed. Less tourists than some nearby beaches.
Green grasses areas and natural planting make the foreshore a beautiful place to be.
Lighting so I can walk early morning and take in the sunrise.
A bike path that parallels the walking path for more to enjoy.
The playgrounds.
Has a local feel.
The Elwood foreshore is used for many triathlon events that hold up to 2000-5000 people across; Elwood Beach, Elwood Foreshore, Head Street (Elwood Reserve) and the Elwood Carnival Site. The Footpaths and Cycling Trail are also utilized as a part of the event.
Not only do operate a business that utilizes this area for triathlon sporting events, but I also live 700m away and enjoy running and walking the dog along the foreshore.
Walking path and the clean beaches
Community feel not touristy like St Kilda
I love Elwood foreshore. As we are lucky enough to live on Docker Street my family visit the foreshore daily. I love the open space for my children to play and enjoy our daily walks. I like that it’s not overly commercial, it’s nice to have the small SUP van and Elwood Bather’s is fantastic but nothing is OTT. I wouldn’t like
additional water sports like St Kilda West has. I also really appreciate the daily cleaning that the council do, our beach is much cleaner than bayside on the other side of the pier.
Clean beaches, bike/pedestrian path
Lack of development. Nice suburban beach visited mostly by locals and families who come to enjoy the beach. It's mostly peaceful and generally not overly crowded.
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Q2. If the Elwood Foreshore area were a person, how would you describe its personality?

23149 Aug 16, 2020, 11:15 PM Ever changing mood that reflects the weather
Friendly.
Welcoming.
Great with kids.
23148 Aug 16, 2020, 11:14 PM A little bit old fashioned.
I think this is a very silly question.
The water brings peace and tranquility, storm, rough water. All moods are good and interesting. I don't enjoy people interfering with others enjoyment. People do need to consider others in the use of the beach. Bikes racing by are detrimental. The overgrowth of the teatree area brings bad behaviour. I would like to see any
23147 Aug 16, 2020, 10:49 PM funds going into basic maintenance.
The sea is continually changing its mood and is always interesting. It provides a element of peace no matter what the mood of the water is. It has a non caring mood with thoroughfare bike racers pelting through. It also has a dark sinister side with the overgrown scrub which hides many unsavoury activities. The current
scrub does not reflect the historic open native and indigenous vegetation. The sea can change its mood from a peaceful, tranquil setting to a rough and dangerous place. It is essential that our community be given the opportunity to learn to embrace these moods, to learn how to cope with the sometime quite swift changes
23146 Aug 16, 2020, 10:21 PM and how to help, as part of the community, others that may find themselves in difficulty.
23145 Aug 16, 2020, 09:57 PM Friendly. Relaxed. Clean. Open. Natural.
23144 Aug 16, 2020, 09:52 PM Somewhat frumpy and in need of a bit of a makeover to enhance its true beauty. A bit of an non-caring streak.
23143 Aug 16, 2020, 09:13 PM
23142 Aug 16, 2020, 09:03 PM Vibrant, fun, busy, adventurous with a sunny disposition and sometimes quite fragrant :)
23141 Aug 16, 2020, 07:45 PM Sophisticated, unassuming, not in your face. Softly spoken, down to the point.
23140 Aug 16, 2020, 07:31 PM Friendly and inclusive. A natural beauty but in need of some tender, loving care.
23139 Aug 16, 2020, 06:48 PM Welcoming and friendly
23138 Aug 16, 2020, 06:47 PM Peaceful, thoughtful, tranquil but ever changing (with the weather). Beautiful soul with the sunsets. Inspiring - with the views of the city.
Elwood is the person I would tell my secrets and successes. Elwood holds them dear and gives me strength and support when I need it most. Elwood also allows me to celebrate and enjoy.
23137 Aug 16, 2020, 06:20 PM Sometimes Elwood is ready to shine, with clean attire and a good attitude, but people have their bad days and when poorly treated, Elwood can be scrappy, angry and downright ugly!
23135 Aug 16, 2020, 06:09 PM Presently overwhelmed with people cramped into a small space
23134 Aug 16, 2020, 05:36 PM A person with charisma and fun
23133 Aug 16, 2020, 04:19 PM Vibrant & invigorating.
23131 Aug 16, 2020, 02:18 PM
23129 Aug 16, 2020, 01:42 PM
23128 Aug 16, 2020, 01:13 PM
23124 Aug 16, 2020, 09:26 AM Charming, beautiful and welcoming. But also tired.
23123 Aug 16, 2020, 09:04 AM Welcoming and sociable
As a happy person who could do with some additional personal understanding to help it navigate and make the most of today's world and how it can then create a useful, creative and solid foundation into it's future
23118 Aug 15, 2020, 08:01 PM Finding this question challenging....
23117 Aug 15, 2020, 06:56 PM disorganised and daggy
23116 Aug 15, 2020, 06:34 PM a laid back, easy going, approachable person that isn't over manicured and open to family friendly picnics
- Laid back
- Likes to go jogging/walking
23115 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM - Really likes coffee
23114 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM Accepting, genuine, chill, usually unpretentious, cheery, supportive. Sometimes a bit privileged or entitled.
Easy going
Inviting
23111 Aug 15, 2020, 02:16 PM Simple

23110 Aug 15, 2020, 01:05 PM A caring person but a bit tired
23109 Aug 15, 2020, 12:47 PM Someone who enjoys peaceful, natural environments and is overall pretty chill
What a stupid question:
23097 Aug 14, 2020, 01:41 PM Elwood is the opposit of this question not pretentious not full of its own importance, we tak we listen we care about our community we are not corporate bull shitters that belive they can understand a community and space with an aresole question like this.
23095 Aug 14, 2020, 11:35 AM Always wondering if it could have done more with its life.
23093 Aug 14, 2020, 09:32 AM A sociable beach-goer who thrives on the activity and energy that is stimulated by being outdoors but who also appreciates quieter moments of calmness and contemplation, I.e. the poetic quality of the location.
23092 Aug 14, 2020, 08:43 AM
23090 Aug 13, 2020, 06:43 PM Not too cool but pretty reliable and relaxed
23088 Aug 13, 2020, 04:08 PM ?
23087 Aug 13, 2020, 04:01 PM Welcoming, stable but crowded
23086 Aug 13, 2020, 01:58 PM An amazingly popular person with so much to offer but in need of "upgrade " to see them meet their enormous potential
23085 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM Friendly and wholesome and a little plain
23084 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM Calm, lively, authentic and refreshing
23083 Aug 13, 2020, 12:48 PM Quite welcoming and friendly.
23082 Aug 13, 2020, 11:32 AM Small village feel, relaxed. No loud events
Old, worn-out and tired around the edges but he is reliable.
23081 Aug 13, 2020, 10:07 AM Simple.
23080 Aug 13, 2020, 09:42 AM good natured
23078 Aug 12, 2020, 11:03 PM Dependable, ageing, strong
23077 Aug 12, 2020, 10:16 PM Cruisy
23073 Aug 12, 2020, 04:54 PM healthy, vibrant, outgoing, difficult at times
23072 Aug 12, 2020, 02:50 PM Bright, happy, vivacious, confident, attractive.
23070 Aug 12, 2020, 01:06 PM Dali Lama
23065 Aug 12, 2020, 09:56 AM Fun and friendly, without being imposing.
23064 Aug 12, 2020, 09:43 AM Modest
23063 Aug 11, 2020, 11:42 PM Cute
23062 Aug 11, 2020, 09:28 PM Consistent. Average.
23061 Aug 11, 2020, 08:59 PM Vibrant
23060 Aug 11, 2020, 08:29 PM Unexpected, evokes curiosity, full of wonders and beauty
23058 Aug 11, 2020, 05:44 PM Someone who is apathetic to its current situation, whilst having an underlying desire and ability to achieve great things. As a result they do not attract the attention of as many people/friends ultimately missing out on much more fun in life
23057 Aug 11, 2020, 05:20 PM Vibrant and lively
23054 Aug 11, 2020, 11:58 AM Gentle quiet un assuming. Undramatic. Open.
23052 Aug 11, 2020, 07:49 AM fun & friendly
23051 Aug 11, 2020, 03:09 AM Friendly, fit and healthy. This person has a sound body and soul and overall healthy lifestyle.
23049 Aug 10, 2020, 10:57 PM Serene, luscious, happy, fun, beautiful, sometimes stinky
23048 Aug 10, 2020, 10:32 PM The community's backyard... classy butt accessible
23046 Aug 10, 2020, 09:54 PM Friendly, playful
23044 Aug 10, 2020, 08:24 PM Conservative
23040 Aug 10, 2020, 07:02 PM Energetic, friendly, in touch with nature

23039 Aug 10, 2020, 06:37 PM
23038 Aug 10, 2020, 06:25 PM welcoming but disconnected
23037 Aug 10, 2020, 06:14 PM Laid back.
23036 Aug 10, 2020, 06:05 PM Relaxed, fun, popular
23035 Aug 10, 2020, 05:24 PM Laidback and sleepy
23033 Aug 10, 2020, 04:58 PM Old fashioned, drab, plain Jane.
23030 Aug 10, 2020, 02:39 PM A bit drab to be honest.
23028 Aug 10, 2020, 01:46 PM
23026 Aug 10, 2020, 12:44 PM Open, friendly, and useful
Jack of all trades, master of none.
23024 Aug 09, 2020, 11:12 PM Such a myriad of uses but perhaps none served to their full potential?
23023 Aug 09, 2020, 10:00 PM A great heart, but very tired and rough around the edges.
23022 Aug 09, 2020, 05:04 PM A meth addict that has recovered but might be tempted back on the ice.
23021 Aug 09, 2020, 05:02 PM Tired looking and run its course. Has the potential to look better and be more inviting.
23020 Aug 09, 2020, 03:32 PM Quirky and forgiving
23019 Aug 09, 2020, 01:48 PM A bit all over the shop
23018 Aug 09, 2020, 01:26 PM What a stupid queston
23017 Aug 09, 2020, 12:46 PM Fun. Free. Surfer girl with beach waves. Local, calm and connected to the earth.
23016 Aug 09, 2020, 12:01 PM Outdoor type, urban living, healthy.
23015 Aug 09, 2020, 11:10 AM Welcoming
23014 Aug 09, 2020, 10:58 AM Unassuming but confident in their own skin.
23013 Aug 09, 2020, 10:38 AM A young person who is into sustainability and votes Greens, but comes from a family who sponsors the Liberal party using property development money
23012 Aug 09, 2020, 10:32 AM Abit dull
23011 Aug 09, 2020, 10:12 AM Old fashioned, unattractive and a bit boring!
Openness
23010 Aug 08, 2020, 05:26 PM Reliable
23009 Aug 08, 2020, 11:26 AM
23008 Aug 08, 2020, 10:39 AM Fun
23007 Aug 07, 2020, 05:50 PM Friendly, interesting, calm when others are flustered, and as with most of us, a bit quirky.
an attractive young meditator--aspirational
23006 Aug 07, 2020, 02:17 PM right now its an older yoga practitioner wearing ragged clothes
Welcoming, allows others to be active and self directed. Community minded. Encourages team work though associations. It does not allow one group to dominate. Encourages healthy life style. Does not expect you to spend lots of money. Encourages participation in group activities, sporting and children’s team sport. It can
23005 Aug 07, 2020, 10:11 AM get smelly at times.
23004 Aug 06, 2020, 09:16 PM Natural, casual, serene but at times wild.
23003 Aug 06, 2020, 04:30 PM
23002 Aug 06, 2020, 02:08 PM
23001 Aug 06, 2020, 12:31 PM free. relaxed
23000 Aug 06, 2020, 12:13 PM Vibrant, friendly, multicultural, local, ageless. Frustrated by noisy jetskiiers who ignore safe boating rules and the safe swimming area posing a danger to all swimmers.
22999 Aug 06, 2020, 12:05 PM Friendly, vibrant and generally caring.
22998 Aug 06, 2020, 09:51 AM Relaxed, fashionable, modern
22997 Aug 06, 2020, 08:09 AM Easy going, approachable and fun

22996 Aug 05, 2020, 09:51 PM Nice, big, sport but a bit more everyday then the loader St Kilda
22995 Aug 05, 2020, 09:36 PM Vibrant, vivacious, friendly.
22994 Aug 05, 2020, 05:10 PM Low key but beautiful, welcoming of all, sporty, loves exercise
22993 Aug 05, 2020, 04:00 PM Two things: the beach, clubs, kiosk and ice cream van are friendly local residents. The expensive parking lot and expensive restaurant attract a different group of occasional drop ins.
22992 Aug 05, 2020, 01:22 PM Bubbly
22988 Aug 05, 2020, 12:33 PM An old grandmother taking everyone in.
22987 Aug 05, 2020, 08:51 AM relaxed and laid back
22986 Aug 04, 2020, 10:14 PM transient and evolving . on any given day hundreds of people meet mix and depart , each season brings a another person or generation enters the cycle , stays and goes. they may be there for a day or vist for a year or a lifetime. the next generation move in and they start the same cycle.
22985 Aug 04, 2020, 08:50 PM Not showy like St Kilda - calm, serene, relaxed and in tune with nature.
22984 Aug 04, 2020, 08:39 PM
22983 Aug 04, 2020, 08:32 PM Sunny
22981 Aug 04, 2020, 06:11 PM Relaxed but a bit conservative and reserved.
22980 Aug 04, 2020, 05:44 PM Careworn
22977 Aug 04, 2020, 04:42 PM heart in the right place but a bit confused about what its role is... I like the 'secret space' between the BBQs and the road, by not being a wide open bleak space it cuts down the wind and overly large gatherings of people (i.e. sports trainers)
22976 Aug 04, 2020, 03:41 PM old, sad, awkward, shy, shaky, schizophrenic, battered, exploited, people pleaser
22975 Aug 04, 2020, 03:16 PM What an odd question, surely you could have asked a better one. By the way it’s Bohemian & family orientated
Not keeping up with the times
Lacks presentation
22974 Aug 04, 2020, 12:42 PM Lacks focus
22973 Aug 04, 2020, 12:13 PM Abit tired but vital to retain its openness, low-rise buildings, visas. Retain yachting/sailing/life saving facilities that need to be located close to the water.
22972 Aug 04, 2020, 10:04 AM Open, nurturing, but can be noisy and a bit pushy.
22971 Aug 04, 2020, 09:06 AM modest
22970 Aug 03, 2020, 11:54 PM Maybe a woman middle-aged who likes the ocean.
22969 Aug 03, 2020, 08:42 PM Tranquil one day, tempestuous the next - always beautiful, bracing and good for the spirit.
22968 Aug 03, 2020, 06:34 PM
22967 Aug 03, 2020, 05:12 PM Active, fit, dynamic,fun loving, inclusive and family oriented
22965 Aug 03, 2020, 04:54 PM A bit too busy and overwhelmed by many, often competing, impacts.
22964 Aug 03, 2020, 02:19 PM Tidal (I do not think this is a great question).
This is a really stupid question. How is this question and the one below different from each other? If you really want consultation you'd ask sensible questions that people can really respond to. I think the space is authentic and has character and heritage. Any change would ruin that. If you want glitz and glamour go the other
22963 Aug 03, 2020, 12:25 PM way and head to St Kilda. Don't let the yuppies take over!
It personifies the characteristics of calmness and anger commensurate with prevailing weather conditions. It can be both tempting and treacherous again with the prevailing weather conditions. At its worst, it will spray sea water when crashing against the coastline and surprise you just. So unpredictability is another key
22962 Aug 02, 2020, 10:03 PM 'trait'.
22961 Aug 02, 2020, 09:35 PM Uncomplicated and reliable
22960 Aug 02, 2020, 12:45 PM Quiet, fit and friendly
22959 Aug 02, 2020, 12:37 PM friendly, trustworthy and nice person
22958 Aug 02, 2020, 12:26 PM I think Elwood foreshore is a
22957 Aug 02, 2020, 11:19 AM Humble, giving, authentic
22956 Aug 02, 2020, 10:16 AM Relaxed
22955 Aug 02, 2020, 10:04 AM Relaxing and not over developed.
22954 Aug 01, 2020, 08:58 PM This is a stupid question
22953 Aug 01, 2020, 06:57 PM A good old friend

a playing space for young people and waiting to reach its full potential as a great sporting/exercise/wellbeing complex,and/or providing leafy walks, picnic spaces, exercising stations for all the community no matter what age, race, etc.

22952 Aug 01, 2020, 05:51 PM Warm, relaxed and calm but can get a bit stressed and hectic. Ready with a smile. I like her best when she seems content with herself
22951 Aug 01, 2020, 04:26 PM Relaxed, if a bit tired.
22950 Aug 01, 2020, 03:23 PM Laidback friendly local.
22949 Aug 01, 2020, 12:26 PM serene.
22948
22947
22945
22944
22943
22942
22941
22940
22939
22938
22937
22936
22935

Aug 01, 2020, 08:37 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:39 PM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:27 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:03 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:00 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 10:36 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 09:57 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 09:33 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 08:45 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 05:33 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:12 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 10:21 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 10:12 PM

22934
22933
22932
22931

Jul 30, 2020, 09:52 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:46 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:22 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:20 PM

22930
22929
22928
22927
22926
22925
22924
22923
22922
22921
22920

Jul 30, 2020, 09:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 08:14 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 07:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:59 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:47 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:21 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 05:12 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 04:03 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:46 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:36 PM

22919 Jul 30, 2020, 03:32 PM
22918 Jul 30, 2020, 03:27 PM
22917 Jul 30, 2020, 03:16 PM

22916 Jul 30, 2020, 02:24 PM
22915 Jul 30, 2020, 11:54 AM
22914
22913
22912
22911
22910
22909
22908
22907
22904
22902
22901
22900
22899
22898
22897
22895
22893
22892
22888
22887
22886
22885
22884

Jul 30, 2020, 11:44 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:13 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:09 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:06 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 08:41 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:35 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:35 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 12:07 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 09:44 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:40 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:39 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:27 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 07:41 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 06:14 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 06:11 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 03:53 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 12:57 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 12:11 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 10:13 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:32 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 07:52 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 11:00 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:18 PM

Outgoing, athletic, elegant
Carmen Electra
Equal parts relaxed and vibrant
Friendly, welcoming, multi-cultural.
Cool, calm.
Inclusive, welcoming and calm
An old friend.
Welcoming, a friend to all but a bit shy. in need of a make over.
Energetic, open, fun, a little stayed
Cool, fun, healthy, progressive, environmentally conscious, chill, friendly, earthy.
Has potential
Its is varied, flat generally clean but could be improved with some thought, planning and prudent expenditure
Conservative
Dated
Wannabe
Vulnerable to exploitation
Not sophisticated. Down yo earth.
I’m not sure about this analogy, but I would say this is a shy, dowdy, unwelcoming person who doesn’t know the potential they have
I don’t think it has much of a personality right now. For all the buildings, nothing is open or feels accessible or community focused all year round.
Variable.
Light hearted. Full of fun and laughter. Doesn’t take its self too seriously.
Happy
Fun, responsible.
Staid yet mercurial.
Quiet and calm, happy and relaxed. Family orientated.
Stale, dowdy, old fashioned
Relaxed and friendly
Doesn't adapt to change and content to do whats necessary to get by.
Fun...
Calm
Slightly untidy
Relaxed, easy going
tired, well used.
A touch moody - with the head st drain the water gets a bit rank for a few days after each down pour,
Well groomed - day in and day out the tractor combs the sand.
A little pretentious - Elwood bathers is a touch to upper class to become a community hub.
A little selfish - Elwood Aquatic has 20-40 swimmers using Elwood foreshore beach everyday the earliest being in the dark at 5;30am and we have no facilities, While the other clubs which don’t even use there facilities all year round sit there. Even through we have pleaded with 2 of them it has fallen on deaf ears!
Open ,free and built up.
A charming faded witty character with many stories to tell with a long and interesting life lived !
Understated elegance. Not showy. The opposite of surfers paradise!
Safe but refreshing
Laid back and friendly, but badly dressed
Harmonious and calming
Good bones but a little tired.

sporty, friendly
That older generation that hasen't been dragged kicking and screaming into city life.
Not all there/disturbed.
Elwood beach is beautiful and loving place and needs to remain calm and tranquil and keep its heritage. We do not need the overdevelopment or any development other then to remove the kindergarten and revert back to our community centres where we used to enjoy yoga etc
Cool, laidback, fun, sociable.
Friendly, calm, welcoming
A larrikan
I think it is stylish and avante garde. There is a 1920s feel to Elwood itself and the architecture on the foreshore (with a few exceptions) is interesting.
what? what a silly question.
Old and Rustic
Tired, run down
this is one thing the Elwood beach area is missing... a strong personality and identity.
Vivacious
Open, friendly and welcoming.
Warm Heart & accommodating.
Relaxed and fun

22883
22882
22881
22880
22879
22878
22877
22876
22875
22874
22873
22872
22871
22870
22869
22868
22867

Jul 28, 2020, 07:58 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 04:23 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 03:41 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 03:40 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 01:40 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:57 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:34 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:28 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 09:41 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 09:34 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 09:12 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:40 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:38 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:37 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:25 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:23 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:15 PM

22866
22864
22863
22862
22861
22860
22859
22858

Jul 27, 2020, 06:19 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 05:14 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 05:03 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 04:52 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 02:34 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 01:00 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 12:59 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 11:32 AM

22856 Jul 27, 2020, 10:49 AM
22855
22854
22853
22852
22851
22850
22849
22848
22847
22846
22845
22844
22843
22842
22841
22840
22839
22838
22837
22836
22835
22834
22833
22832
22831
22830

Jul 27, 2020, 09:45 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 08:50 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:36 AM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:29 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:27 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 09:00 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 04:50 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 04:50 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 04:05 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 01:53 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:31 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 11:09 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:41 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:22 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:38 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:30 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:05 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:50 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:27 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:14 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:43 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:24 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:04 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 04:49 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 04:10 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 04:01 PM

22829
22828
22827
22826
22825
22824
22823
22822

Jul 25, 2020, 03:50 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 03:11 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 03:00 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 02:29 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 01:44 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:42 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:31 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:01 AM

Active. Reserved. Ragged.
Naturally beauty
Not impressed with council’s idea of constructive conversations with its residents if these are the questions being asked.
Positive, social, relaxed.
Calming and happy
breathing in peace
Embracing. Welcoming. A little tatty. Struggles with coherency.
A straight shooter, not very enthusiastic
Karen from brighton’s little sister - the boring middle child between youthful st Kilda and elegant older Brighton
Canal meets the sea
A bit bland and boring. Has a lot to offer with wide open spaces. Outdated and sometimes a bit grubby.
Fun, relaxed, family oriented and generally inclusive of others. Sometimes a little secretive, private and selfish.
Relaxed, family friendly, calm, open and welcoming
Natural, quiet and safe
Homeless and dirty, with a lack of interest of its friends helping to clean or provide a shower, trim or - I’m trying to say there’s too much rubbish and people walk past it.
Kind
Gentle
Safe
Fun
Open
Diverse
Busy
Cluncky, daggy, dated, old fashioned tired. In need of a makeover and facelift.
Sassy yet stable
Sophia Loren classic beauty and thoughtful.
Old, run down, in need of a makeover!
"Laconic" Elwood is the sleepy neighbour of "vibrant and verbose" St Kilda.
Elwood is overshadowed by St Kilda but each has a role to play in the use of Port Phillip Bay's foreshore and beaches.
Open hearted, welcoming, busy, popular.
But some parts closed off.
just ok, need to dress up a bit
Someone who hasn't realized their potential.
Friendly, approachable.
Sybil... multiple personalities.... wild and angry during a storm, sea foam blowing across beach Rd and water surging up the canal... quiet and contemplate on a still winters day... and then laid back and chilled on a summer’s evening...
Relaxed, open, nature and community-friendly. Always pleasant company.
Relaxed, open, nature and community-friendly. Always pleasant company.
not sure
Leave it alone
Open and welcoming
Open, peaceful and social
Happy, outgoing and caring
Consistent, friendly, loyal
What an incredibly stupid question.
Busy, healthy and sporty with some vices, such as the unwelcomed presence of jet skis.
It’s personality is smothered by crappy buildings, an enormous car park, and Aussie rules footy. Where is the beach? Where is nature?
I’m a pleasant, hospitable, late middle aged dad, who has lost my looks, but not my energy, and is hoping that this council initiative is more than a mid life crisis.
Calm and relaxing
Calm, friendly but old fashioned currently. Not exciting at the moment.
Beautiful and free
Accessible, fun-loving, playful, attractive, peaceful
Content
Homely
Laid back, low key, progressive and open (minded) with a focus on green connections to the beach and bay
Sporty
Multicultural
Local
Open, welcoming, vibrant & peaceful. Conflict in needs / values at times. Dirty underneath the surace
Happy, inviting, welcoming
Smart casual bohemian
friendly
Relaxed
Shallow, lacking character

22821 Jul 25, 2020, 09:20 AM
22820 Jul 25, 2020, 09:19 AM
22819 Jul 25, 2020, 09:14 AM

22818 Jul 25, 2020, 09:12 AM
22817
22816
22815
22814
22813
22812
22811
22810
22809
22808
22807
22806
22805
22804
22803
22802
22801

Jul 25, 2020, 08:36 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:28 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:57 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:51 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:22 AM
Jul 24, 2020, 11:17 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:25 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:21 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:09 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:03 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 09:31 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 09:24 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 08:41 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 07:51 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 07:14 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 05:47 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 05:45 PM

Calm
Proud
Natural
Easy going
Welcoming
Protective
Quietly spoken
Easy going and gets along with everyone
Relaxing and open
Your surveys are pathetic asking ridiculous questions.
Just let the public write about things that bother them with local Councils.
Why don’t you ask us to write to Council about our local problems that need attention.
Must say City of Melbourne Council has carried out a much better cleaning program and still does.
Uninspired.
It has the room and potential to have some beauty and character, but maintains a concrete slab appearance which is more reminiscent of Britain than Australia.
Down to earth
Famous
Easy going, friendly, but lacking identity.
Humble - not as glitzy as Brighton/Hampton, just more down to earth
Community minded
Quiet, peaceful, beautiful, still; moody at times, calm at other times, reflective.
Erratic and a little frustrating.
Relaxed
I’m an avoider - trying unsuccessfully to hold on to my past, resisting my future.
a sporty person who loves to keep fit and also enjoys the summer beach.
Open, Conscientious, Extraverted, Agreeable
Chill, low key, family friendly, inaccessible, unapproachable
Relaxed, happy, welcoming & friendly.
Friendly, healthy, outgoing
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Q3. If you could, what attribute/characteristic of that personality would you change? Why?

23149 Aug 16, 2020, 11:15 PM Nothing
23148 Aug 16, 2020, 11:14 PM I'd modernise it a bit - make it more functional and inject some life (with a new skatepark and a new shaded BBQ area and a new casual cafe with water views)
Change any anti social behaviours. The use should meet the needs of the majority not the minority.
23147 Aug 16, 2020, 10:49 PM The maintenance of what exists should be increased. Clearing of weeds and undergrowth through teatree and thinning out of that area to discourage unsavoury use.
The hustle of RACING bikes that refuse to slow down, even where clearly marked, putting at risk other BEACH not thoroughfare uses, in particular children. The situation deteriorated greatly when the bike path was moved to be closer the beach and the sand. We were told, at the time, that this was so the bike riders could
23146 Aug 16, 2020, 10:21 PM have a more scenic view. This is hard to visualise as they race through with their heads down.
23145 Aug 16, 2020, 09:57 PM Protect the aspects of natural as rising waters could destroy and eliminate this space if not managed well.
23144 Aug 16, 2020, 09:52 PM Improved self-care - e.g., cleaner landscape, more tidy. Better servicing of public amenities (ensuring sufficient resources for maintenance, such as for the toilets, would be an important area of investment for the future).
23143 Aug 16, 2020, 09:13 PM
The smelliness! But i think that comes with being near the canal/stormwater drainage etc - the area where The Wattie Watson oval meets the car park is particularly wet, muddy and smelly a lot of the time - perhaps there's a drainage issue there?
Secondly - The business - it is quite busy on the walkway for runners and runners shouldn't be on the bike path so perhaps considering a running track at one of the ovals or the new development site? Especially as there is a high volume of traffic due to our current pandemic and more people exercising locally, which I
believe may be the trend for some time! A separate track would ensure less run ins, frustrations, and be a lot be safer.
Also, I would suggest a pathway or two to be placed at the where the Wattie Watson meets the car park.... you have gone to the trouble of planting some sweet little low lying plants across this garden bed but many people use it as a thoroughfare through the car park to the foreshore so I've noticed they've all been
23142 Aug 16, 2020, 09:03 PM trampled on in the last month!
23141 Aug 16, 2020, 07:45 PM None. Do not turn it into a St Kilda wannabe.
23140 Aug 16, 2020, 07:31 PM Tlc - I would love to see more care for the landscape and the facilities including clubhouses. That suitable improvements be made to allow for a growing usage of the foreshore.
23139 Aug 16, 2020, 06:48 PM NA
23138 Aug 16, 2020, 06:47 PM I actually would not change anything!
I would like to change the scrappy, angry and downright ugly characteristic. There is no need for such an attitude....even when the day is dull.
23137 Aug 16, 2020, 06:20 PM With such an amazing outlook to the horizon, Elwood can shine anytime.
23135 Aug 16, 2020, 06:09 PM Create more possibilities for this person to explore the area with less overwhelm and congestion
23134 Aug 16, 2020, 05:36 PM Can be a bit more vibrant and lively, but not too loud and noisy
23133 Aug 16, 2020, 04:19 PM Nothing
23131 Aug 16, 2020, 02:18 PM Get rid of the bogans
23129 Aug 16, 2020, 01:42 PM It would be nice to have a proper pier.
23128 Aug 16, 2020, 01:13 PM
23124 Aug 16, 2020, 09:26 AM Tired; I think as described in your reasons for undertaking this project it just a little tired in areas. I think in particular the BBQ area near the kids park at the back of Elwood Bathers and the changing rooms need a revamp.
23123 Aug 16, 2020, 09:04 AM None
Lack of including ancient cultures and modern technologies.
23118 Aug 15, 2020, 08:01 PM A belief that you need to bulldoze to improve.
23117 Aug 15, 2020, 06:56 PM disorganised - the foreshore would be significantly improved if it was more cohesive, it's all a bit random at the moment
23116 Aug 15, 2020, 06:34 PM the parking lot seems very confusing, not that i want more cars there
23115 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM Would want them to be more concerned about the environment. It's very disappointing to see so much trash along the pathways and in the water.
Not really a personality trait, but certainly the fact that there is a lot of trash that ends up everywhere (although I appreciate that there are lots of bins). I worry a lot about the pollution of the ocean and the amount of plastic I find on my walks. I also think a more robust focus on being conscientious and polite, accessible
23114 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM (sharing the path, etc.)
23111 Aug 15, 2020, 02:16 PM Simple - give it a bit more sophistication
23110 Aug 15, 2020, 01:05 PM Needs a bit of tlc

23109 Aug 15, 2020, 12:47 PM I would not change the attributes of the area - I think it is fit for purpose and adds the local character of the area
Oh my gosh! The council employee that wrote this survey needs to change why not ask us how we use the space, what our connection is to it what changes over the years have worked and what has not. Why my kids go to karate in ESC I watch the dolphn on the groin how once a week I take my kids to bbq at the beach how
23097 Aug 14, 2020, 01:41 PM I engage wiht local groups to pick up rubbish and support the natural plantation becaue I love this space.
23095 Aug 14, 2020, 11:35 AM It’s a place to accomodate personalities, not to have one of its own.
23093 Aug 14, 2020, 09:32 AM Since Elwood itself is named after a poet, as are nearly all of its streets, the character could also be somewhat of a bard of the beach.
23092 Aug 14, 2020, 08:43 AM
23090 Aug 13, 2020, 06:43 PM Not the vibe of the area, just some of the access issues and more updated buildings and facilities
23088 Aug 13, 2020, 04:08 PM N/A
More room for life saving club.
23087 Aug 13, 2020, 04:01 PM It has long history going back 1912 so expanding this would help members and support community
23086 Aug 13, 2020, 01:58 PM nothing but the 'upgrade"
23085 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM The plain bit. It needs a bit of a makeover. Move away from concrete to a bit more rugged, sustainable and natural
23084 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM Feelings of 'busyness' at certain times of the day, particularly during the lockdown periods. I think wider foot and bike paths would have alleviated this somewhat.
23083 Aug 13, 2020, 12:48 PM I am not sure that I would change its ‘personality.’ There may be some structural changes that update it, but it should be a welcoming entrance to the foreshore.
23082 Aug 13, 2020, 11:32 AM Calm
it needs a good freshen up. the foliage is scattered and tattered. the grass areas are worn and unkempt.
there need to be areas of nature and contemplation.
23081 Aug 13, 2020, 10:07 AM so much potential
23080 Aug 13, 2020, 09:42 AM more diverse social calendar
23078 Aug 12, 2020, 11:03 PM I’m happy with the way It us and it functions well for our family.
23077 Aug 12, 2020, 10:16 PM More engaging
23073 Aug 12, 2020, 04:54 PM difficult at times - the lack of adequate and clean toilets/changerooms and the danger to pedestrians from bikes
23072 Aug 12, 2020, 02:50 PM 23070 Aug 12, 2020, 01:06 PM nothigh i would enhance what is already there
23065 Aug 12, 2020, 09:56 AM None, I like it the way they are!
23064 Aug 12, 2020, 09:43 AM
23063 Aug 11, 2020, 11:42 PM To not over develop the space
23062 Aug 11, 2020, 09:28 PM Encourage a more up beat, modern attitude.
23061 Aug 11, 2020, 08:59 PM More sand as last time we lost a lot of it
23060 Aug 11, 2020, 08:29 PM no
23058 Aug 11, 2020, 05:44 PM Would encourage the personality strive for bigger things and have an openness to change attracting greater possibility.
23057 Aug 11, 2020, 05:20 PM
23054 Aug 11, 2020, 11:58 AM Shaded area needs. With trees and perhaps more seating areas like st kilda.
23052 Aug 11, 2020, 07:49 AM
23051 Aug 11, 2020, 03:09 AM I’d like Elwood foreshore to either be more stylish or full embrace its retro feel. At the moment it’s not clearly defined as a personality and looks pretty tired in some areas.
23049 Aug 10, 2020, 10:57 PM I would love this area and water to be as clean as possible. And for this to be constantly improved and worked on.
23048 Aug 10, 2020, 10:32 PM Not much
23046 Aug 10, 2020, 09:54 PM
23044 Aug 10, 2020, 08:24 PM Don’t be afraid to be bold, out there. It’s a great location, it could be more attractive to a wide mixture of people. The kids park could be better, and a great splash park their would be a great addition. Also, nice casual cafe, as well as the current options.
23040 Aug 10, 2020, 07:02 PM A bit shy at night.
23039 Aug 10, 2020, 06:37 PM

Connection, make the carparks and roads better and more flowing. Open up Head St end.
23038 Aug 10, 2020, 06:25 PM Make the overall connection better
23037 Aug 10, 2020, 06:14 PM
23036 Aug 10, 2020, 06:05 PM Popular- so I could enjoy it without crowds
23035 Aug 10, 2020, 05:24 PM
23033 Aug 10, 2020, 04:58 PM Update the buildings to be more modern or beach hut inspired. Not ugly modern buildings. Need more restaurants and cafes at the front with outdoor seating. There are not enough bars or restaurants along the foreshore in port Philip.
23030 Aug 10, 2020, 02:39 PM It needs a freshen up.
23028 Aug 10, 2020, 01:46 PM
23026 Aug 10, 2020, 12:44 PM Be more friendly to dogs. At the moment while there is a dog off lead, it is not fenced in which makes it unfriendly to many dog owners.
23024 Aug 09, 2020, 11:12 PM Enhance the natural landscape & improve amenities to suit prioritised needs, eg enhanced facilities for activities needing to be located here such as Life Saving, Sailing, angling, sea scouts. Space for quiet & active enjoyment of natural environment
23023 Aug 09, 2020, 10:00 PM It needs a modernisation of the buildings, a clever design of the open space and a general spruce up.
23022 Aug 09, 2020, 05:04 PM The shabby 80's council estate looking pier that is a magnet for graffiti. The bilge that pumps into the bay.
23021 Aug 09, 2020, 05:02 PM There is no WOW factor like other beaches. The buildings need to have a face lift and make them look more modern.
23020 Aug 09, 2020, 03:32 PM Forgiveness. There are many people that use the foreshore, however have no respect for its beauty.
23019 Aug 09, 2020, 01:48 PM The toilets need an upgrade and probably bigger as walking and foreshore use is increasing
23018 Aug 09, 2020, 01:26 PM Is this an example of how council spend rate money?This a rigged poll question , reminds me of the phone polls council used to do
23017 Aug 09, 2020, 12:46 PM
23016 Aug 09, 2020, 12:01 PM Urban - cannot change this however paid parking for residents of the area should be discounted..
23015 Aug 09, 2020, 11:10 AM Cleaner
23014 Aug 09, 2020, 10:58 AM Nothing really.
23013 Aug 09, 2020, 10:38 AM Reinvest in community spaces and have more effective beach cleaning practices. Especially on the Brighton side of the Head street pier
23012 Aug 09, 2020, 10:32 AM More family friendly, more vibrant
23011 Aug 09, 2020, 10:12 AM Make the foreshore more attractive and welcoming.
Calm
Joyful
23010 Aug 08, 2020, 05:26 PM Vibrant
23009 Aug 08, 2020, 11:26 AM
23008 Aug 08, 2020, 10:39 AM Less concrete
Some of the quirkiness.
a. The building that was Niccolini's has never been a success (as long as I have lived in Elwood), It adds nothing, and unless it was superbly managed would never be a profitable cafe/restaurant venue as it is too far from the beach and walking path, to entice beach/path users.
b. The bike path crosses the pedestrian entry point to the beach in a most dangerous manner. This problem is not helped by the fact that so many riders travel way too fast (obviously training for the Tour de France..). The bike path passes in front of the Sea Scouts, and the Angling and Sailing Clubs; is it feasible to consider redirecting it behind those buildings? Once across the dangerous pedestrian/rider intersection, the bike path passes dangerously close to the rear entrance to 'Bathers'.
c. The point of entry to the Foreshore, at the lights between Beach Avenue and Vautier Street, is congested at even moderately busy times, and opens (eventually) onto a car park that is the antithesis of the 'calm when others are flustered' quality of the remainder of the Foreshore. One car takes up so much space; can we do
something better than the current parking option (eg. underground parking)? Can we consider moving the traffic entry point to the current alternative entry between Docker Street and Pine Avenue?
d. Again, although it is slightly outside the shaded area, the walking path is lit by lamp posts of 3 different designs. The underground power supply minimises the negative visual impact, but at the western end car park the power lines are unsightly. Can we consider solar power to these important light posts, together with
consistent post design?
The lighting east of the Life Saving Club/'Bathers' building is not as bright and consistent as it needs to be if it is to offer a sense of safety after dark.
23007 Aug 07, 2020, 05:50 PM e. The lawns in front of the Sailing and Angling clubs and the Scout Hall look impressive from a distance, but are in need of attention.
23006 Aug 07, 2020, 02:17 PM too energetic (make it calmer), perhaps by greater separation of speeding bikes, crowded footpaths. Too much rubbish, dog poo. Make it all gleaming and new and clean
23005 Aug 07, 2020, 10:11 AM Provide better dressing sheds and toilet facilities both at the beach and in the oval areas.
23004 Aug 06, 2020, 09:16 PM None
23003 Aug 06, 2020, 04:30 PM
23002 Aug 06, 2020, 02:08 PM
23001 Aug 06, 2020, 12:31 PM
23000 Aug 06, 2020, 12:13 PM Frustration could be alleviated by extending the safe swimming area to cover the whole of Elwood beach and excluding jetski access to the beach.

22999 Aug 06, 2020, 12:05 PM I would like it to be more community minded and to embrace the neighbourhood more. It doesn’t need to try and compete with other Beach areas
22998 Aug 06, 2020, 09:51 AM I like the way it is developing.
22997 Aug 06, 2020, 08:09 AM The overcrowding
22996 Aug 05, 2020, 09:51 PM There is a lot of concrete, making it feel harsher then I wonder if it needs to be.
The only thing I would change is the bottlenecked path just north of the lifesaving club.
22995 Aug 05, 2020, 09:36 PM It is poorly designed and there is often conflict between cyclists and pedestrians due to this.
22994 Aug 05, 2020, 05:10 PM Better cafes, esp the one in the life saving club car park that has always really struggled to be well run
Focus on the 'friendly local' and shift the occasional drop-ins to St Kilda beach to join the mainly 'other' crowd of tourists from other Melbourne suburbs, and from other states and countries. I love both these beaches, and they should play to their strengths. St Kilda is known world-wide and is very attractive. This is the place
22993 Aug 05, 2020, 04:00 PM for commercial development and provision of parking.
22992 Aug 05, 2020, 01:22 PM
22988 Aug 05, 2020, 12:33 PM not much
the boat ramp provided to replace the previous angling club jetty which was storm damaged and then removed is not suitable for the small boats the club members house at the club. There is no means of tying up when launching or returning and the ramp directly faces prevailing weather resulting in danger of swamping.
22987 Aug 05, 2020, 08:51 AM This was all pointed out at the time of construction and was ignored by then DSE (now DELWP) and Pt Phillip Council.
22986 Aug 04, 2020, 10:14 PM make it more accomodating with seating parking at different times without making it exclusive or restrictive.
22985 Aug 04, 2020, 08:50 PM It needs to be less bland, more artsy.
22984 Aug 04, 2020, 08:39 PM
22983 Aug 04, 2020, 08:32 PM
22981 Aug 04, 2020, 06:11 PM I would like it to be more appreciated, more a gathering place for local people. I would like it to feel young, and not constricted.
Careworn. Enforce the regulations about the use of the beach. The atmosphere on the beach would be improved by stopping people smoking, not just cigarettes, drinking alcohol, glass containers, syringes etc. I'm part of a beach cleaning group, we pick up all of these things. Also stop people exercises their dogs on the
22980 Aug 04, 2020, 05:44 PM beach off and on leash during the summer and encourage people to take their litter home or us the bins provided.
delete the confusion... by making it more open to the beach. Sadly the bike track cuts the green space from the beach area.
22977 Aug 04, 2020, 04:42 PM I guess encourage it as place people can swim and lay on the sand. I really love sail boats but I'm not sure the sail club boats should be cutting through a swimming destination... maybe move those clubs further towards the city - maybe where the round kiosk building is now, the boats can launch beside the rock groyne?
The Elwood Foreshore is severely disjointed in character - trying to please and appease so many different needy others,
over its colonisation that it has lost its grip on what she was and who she really is.
Much of her natural beauty has been continuously stripped away, re-contoured and even contaminated.
22976 Aug 04, 2020, 03:41 PM She lacks wholeness, and in lacking wholeness lacks integrity.
22975 Aug 04, 2020, 03:16 PM It’s dirty, the plastic & rubbish wash up onto the beach especially after a storm. Rubbish is pushed into the sand.
22974 Aug 04, 2020, 12:42 PM Become more contemporary by embracing some modernisation
Improve bike path where it runs behind the restaurant - restaurant staff need safe access to its external storage facility.
22973 Aug 04, 2020, 12:13 PM More bike racks.
22972 Aug 04, 2020, 10:04 AM As an older person I value a family atmosphere and like calmness.
22971 Aug 04, 2020, 09:06 AM Nothing
22970 Aug 03, 2020, 11:54 PM
22969 Aug 03, 2020, 08:42 PM nothing
22968 Aug 03, 2020, 06:34 PM
22967 Aug 03, 2020, 05:12 PM
22965 Aug 03, 2020, 04:54 PM Reducing some of the negative impacts so that the underlying nature of Elwood shone.
22964 Aug 03, 2020, 02:19 PM
22963 Aug 03, 2020, 12:25 PM
22962 Aug 02, 2020, 10:03 PM None of these! What I would love do see, is enhancement of these characteristics within view further away than just being on the coastline eg from Ormond Esplanade and the reserve area contained within. Currently, too many unattractive and disheveled trees and shrubs hide this hidden treasure!
22961 Aug 02, 2020, 09:35 PM
22960 Aug 02, 2020, 12:45 PM sometimes behaves like a tourist, place for tourists and transit people
22959 Aug 02, 2020, 12:37 PM Cleansing habits
22958 Aug 02, 2020, 12:26 PM I would provide more facilities for older people. Different activities, more seating, places for gentle exercise, etc.
22957 Aug 02, 2020, 11:19 AM None

22956 Aug 02, 2020, 10:16 AM Crowded nature during COVID and conflict between cyclists, pedestrians, dogs (esp off leash), children (esp on bikes)
22955 Aug 02, 2020, 10:04 AM None.
22954 Aug 01, 2020, 08:58 PM None
22953 Aug 01, 2020, 06:57 PM Nothing
22952 Aug 01, 2020, 05:51 PM The stressefulness (when there are too many people there)
22951 Aug 01, 2020, 04:26 PM Brighten it up with a new sense of aliveness!
22950 Aug 01, 2020, 03:23 PM Encourage a hair cut, shave and some new thongs.
22949 Aug 01, 2020, 12:26 PM none.
22948
22947
22945
22944
22943
22942

Aug 01, 2020, 08:37 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:39 PM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:27 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:03 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 11:00 AM
Jul 31, 2020, 10:36 AM

22941 Jul 31, 2020, 09:57 AM
22940 Jul 31, 2020, 09:33 AM
22939 Jul 31, 2020, 08:45 AM

A bit too stiff, want even more relaxed, open and more space
Create a nudist beach
Dated amenities that haven’t moved with modern requirements, specifically toilets blocks at Life Saving Club area.
No jet skis allowed. They are not conducive to peace.

Bring them into the 21st century. Create a space that is environmentally sustainable (treat the canal water & storm water through reeded ponds etc). Give over car parking space to natural space & recreational space.
Recreate a beautiful, clean, natural beach that enhances our local environment.
Remove the shy. Much is hidden.
A little stayed, It is looking old and in need of a renovation
I might give her a new outfit. I think giving the buildings a facelift is not a bad idea. I wouldn't change the lay out though as I think it woks. It can get so busy down there but you can stilll. go off into a little pocket and not feel overwhelmed by the croups... it still feels relaxed.
I love the location of the building the Wild Gypsea Wellness centre & childcare centre are occupying. They make use of the carpark area which would otherwise be dead space and in constant need of activation. And they compliment each other well... giving the foreshore an earthy and homely feel. Being an older building,
it feels more welcoming than a big shiny sterile looking building. The buildings along the beach could use a facelift to make the space feel less run down however the Wellness centre and childcare centre building adds substance and a small town feel which is what makes Elwood so charming as opposed to places like St Kilda
which feel more tourist based. Elwood feels like a home town.
The painting (blue graffiti?) on the toilet block near Point Ormond.
Lacking clear direction. Not a wholistic approach
The area of the car park between Head Street and the Elwood Bathers Restaurant it is a mess and not a positive attribute to the personality of Elwood Foreshore
More protection of the foreshore - better planting and care for vegetation. More control on human impacts (E.g. litter, erosion, dogs)
Remove some dead wood, but continuing the down to earth ness of the place.
I would ask them to look at the amazing community they could be part of, if they would only emerge out of their shell and let people help them see the best life they could live...
Community minded. Let’s open it up, let the families and those that love the beach in!

22938
22937
22936
22935
22934
22933
22932

Jul 31, 2020, 05:33 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:12 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 10:21 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 10:12 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:52 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:46 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:22 PM

22931
22930
22929
22928
22927
22926

Jul 30, 2020, 09:20 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 09:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 08:14 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 07:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:59 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:47 PM

We also need to take immediate steps in cleaning our beaches. Water quality is often very poor.
Not sure
Nothing I can think of at this time a
I

22925
22924
22923
22922
22921
22920
22919
22918
22917

Jul 30, 2020, 06:21 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:16 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 05:12 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 04:03 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:46 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:36 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:32 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:27 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:16 PM

Some better facilities. The Mr Whippy iceCream van shouldn’t be the only option for an iceCream !!! And charging upwards of $5 per iceCream, change that. Have a contemporary facility to sell icecreams and the like. Elwood Bathers isn’t exactly the most welcoming family friendly spot either so I would change that.

22916
22915
22914
22913
22912
22911
22910
22909
22908
22907
22904

Jul 30, 2020, 02:24 PM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:54 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:44 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:13 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:09 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 11:06 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 08:41 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 06:35 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 03:35 AM
Jul 30, 2020, 12:07 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 09:44 PM

22902
22901
22900
22899
22898
22897

Jul 29, 2020, 08:40 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:39 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:27 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 07:41 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 06:14 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 06:11 PM

The staid aspect of it's personality.

Make it vibrant, welcoming, friendly, fun

encourage change, create excitement so people want to hang around you 365 days a year
Slightly untidy,,,,make it a "well-dressed" area
More parking spaces in Head Street
freshen up the buildings (similar to St Kilda proper) and general amenities (toilets)
The selfishness and pretentiousness, I’d like it to be more welcoming to it friends in the community even if there was a membership fee, but ideally if it we’re based on it cousin from Queensland surf life saving club but suited to Melbourne climate for use all year around, ie SAUNA, SAUNA, SAUNA open fire in a family bistro
over looking the water!!!!
Built up.
None
The sense of entitlement, because at present it feels very complacent
Improve their style ie. those hideous concrete-block buildings that are right on the beach.
I like it the way it is
Refresh/renew some of the buildings to better support their functions. In particular the fishing club (do we really need that?), the sailing club and the croquet club.

Fix the pot holes from the irrigation that was installed in park area.
Elwood foreshore has no personality. Personality means: culture, vibrancy, energy, attractive options for food/drink (like cafes, restaurants and bars). We need some options, it's extremely boring and only suitable for retirees walking their dogs along the beach at sunset. Look at 'The Espy' for inspiration. Heavily underutilised prime land with such a huge opportunity to give life to bayside Elwood! The options in question 4 still don't discuss the huge lack of dining and bar choices! Chaos is caused on the foreshore as people congregate with nothing to do and nowhere to go. All buildings that don't serve a purpose should be turned into new
hospitality options rather than being torn down or relocated, thereby removing the build up of people. If anything, more buildings should be added that protect the foreshore's cosmetics and functionality.
The kindergarten was a two year placement and none of us residents were aware of an extension to 10 years. We were not notified by council other than an add in a local paper we do receive. This is not the place for a kindergarten return our community centres please.
I'm not finding this personality thing useful any more.

Integration - Currently there are many aspects but it seems limited integration that connects the components together.

22895
22893
22892
22888
22887
22886
22885
22884
22883
22882
22881
22880
22879
22878
22877
22876
22875
22874
22873
22872

Jul 29, 2020, 03:53 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 12:57 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 12:11 PM
Jul 29, 2020, 10:13 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 08:32 AM
Jul 29, 2020, 07:52 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 11:00 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:18 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 07:58 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 04:23 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 03:41 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 03:40 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 01:40 PM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:57 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:34 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 10:28 AM
Jul 28, 2020, 09:41 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 09:34 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 09:12 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:40 PM

22871 Jul 27, 2020, 07:38 PM

22870
22869
22868
22867
22866
22864
22863
22862
22861
22860
22859
22858

Jul 27, 2020, 07:37 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:25 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:23 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:15 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 06:19 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 05:14 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 05:03 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 04:52 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 02:34 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 01:00 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 12:59 PM
Jul 27, 2020, 11:32 AM

22856 Jul 27, 2020, 10:49 AM

22855
22854
22853
22852
22851
22850
22849
22848
22847
22846
22845
22844
22843
22842
22841
22840
22839
22838
22837
22836
22835
22834
22833
22832
22831
22830
22829
22828
22827
22826

Jul 27, 2020, 09:45 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 08:50 AM
Jul 27, 2020, 07:36 AM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:29 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:27 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 09:00 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 04:50 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 04:50 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 04:05 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 01:53 PM
Jul 26, 2020, 10:31 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 11:09 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:41 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:22 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:38 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:30 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:05 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:50 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:27 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 06:14 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:43 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:24 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 05:04 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 04:49 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 04:10 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 04:01 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 03:50 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 03:11 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 03:00 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 02:29 PM

22825
22824
22823
22822

Jul 25, 2020, 01:44 PM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:42 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:31 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 10:01 AM

I would reduce all buildings to a minimum. And not allow restaurants to have prime real estate on the foreshore. A small cafe for passers by in summer, sure. But restaurants that then require parking? no thanks!
New and contemporary
Improve the beach first, because thats what people come down there for. You have put money into funding the sports field, its now time to support the water sports activities
it's been hibernating for decades... the world has moved on.... time to wake up...
Nothing.
I want change a thing, maybe upgrade the facilities to attract more people.
It is a bit tired and needs to be refurbished.
I’d like to see: (a) much more of its natural character; (b) a focus on quality of appearance.
None
See above.
Nil
To modernise their thoughts
get fit people being rude and entitled its should be relaxed not all go
It doesn’t seem like one place, but several. Badly assembled, and feeling neglected.
brighten them up, add in some flare
I’d make her a bit more fun and accessible to everyone, more amenities and more interesting things to look at/interact with (public art/ play installations)
Commercialism and polluted canal water
Create a community feel. Give the community more of its love by cleaning itself up, and creating space and places for social gatherings, community activities and interesting spaces
I would remove the secrecy and share the spaces more. I have never seen that scout hall used in the time I have been using the beach. Open it up to people who would use it (like Elwood Aquatic). We would love I have some facilities for a proper shower and lockers to store belongings safely while swimming.
I would make it more inclusive and family friendly by providing better facilities. The toilets and indoor showers are disgusting and we try where possible not to use them. I don’t even know if the showers have hot water (which would be a welcome relief after winters swims!) because I don’t want to in there, especially with
the kids. It’s not safe to leave your belongings on the beach so facilities to store your belongings whilst swimming or doing nippers would be great I.e lockers.i also feel it could really benefit from a community space where families can meet and interact. The surf life saving club is treat but there is no space for functions which
I think it could benefit from.
More nature
Making it normal to pick up rubbish, you won’t catch germs.
Would want to keep it accessible to everyone. Less busy ?
Make more modern sleek. Keep various sport and recreation zones with some added tie in link so they all look like they belong together. Mix of recreation and Limited cafe/ restaurants.

the bikes pats the massive running events no need to sell ice cream in 12 different places we are not Blackpool pier.
It is rundown, not welcoming. Need to take more advantage of location. Can be a world class beach with a bit of effort.
Elwood has a laid back and casual attitude that meets family needs better than St Kilda, where younger foreshore users tend to congregate.
Each stretch of beach, Elwood and St Kilda, serves different demographics and it is considered appropriate to retain that point of difference.
The buildings and car parks on the Elwood foreshore require improvement but the family focus at Elwood should be retained.
the old scout hall, sailing club, anglers club seem a bit disconnected and removed from the community atmosphere. They seem unused, or only used by a small group - it would be nice for them to be more "public" and accessible.
And the sand. the sand is terrible.
dress up, eg. keep existing value nature landscape tree, remove all scraps, ivy climbers, replacing with valuer ground cover, porous paving
Help them reach their full potential to make Elwood Foreshore an even better place to enjoy.
Please don't change! No more buildings or homes built on the space.
Nothing,
More nature-friendly by having native species (trees, plants, bushes and even grasses).
More nature-friendly by having native species (trees, plants, bushes and even grasses).
I like to see it be more user friendly and safer
Leave it alone

I would try to discourage jet skis from coming near the shoreline.
Don't change the character of the area, just pay attention to the maintenance of the park and fix the access issues, especially for pedestrians around Wattie Watson Oval.
The flow of pedestrian to and from the beach which crosses the bicycle path is dangerous.Ban jet skis from family/swimming beaches. Jet skis are much larger and faster than people so present a real problem. The experience of their behaviour last summer was atrocious.
More animals, offshore islands, more shade trees on grass area for summer
I would think about what the place was like three hundred years ago, and try to encourage more of that.
I want my looks back, including my hair (trees)!
Keep it calm.
How modern it is. It doesn’t currently feel like a destination. More things happening would liven up the place.

More Guarded
Need more sport
None
Noisy large groups of people around Christmas with their jet skis
Conflict between pedestrians & bike riders - need safer access. Dirty / unsafe water
If it ain't broke don't fix it
Improve the facilities of the local clubs so they can cater for more people and improve the ability for them to cater for people with disabilities and diverse needs. This would enable clubs to provide services for a people within the community that might not otherwise due to the outdated and poorly designed buildings and
infrastructure. This would make the Elwood Foreshore much more inclusive and increase it friendliness.
None. Please do not make it anything like St Kilda foreshore.
The sheds are ugly. The life saving & sailing clubs etc obviously need close proximity to the water but other (non-sporting) clubs/groups should have access to this community asset too. Perhaps encourage some arts groups to use the Elwood foreshore

22821
22820
22819
22818
22817
22816
22815
22814
22813
22812
22811

Jul 25, 2020, 09:20 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:19 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:14 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 09:12 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:36 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 08:28 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:57 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:51 AM
Jul 25, 2020, 07:22 AM
Jul 24, 2020, 11:17 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:25 PM

22810 Jul 24, 2020, 10:21 PM

22809
22808
22807
22806
22805
22804

Jul 24, 2020, 10:09 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 10:03 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 09:31 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 09:24 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 08:41 PM
Jul 24, 2020, 07:51 PM

22803 Jul 24, 2020, 07:14 PM
22802 Jul 24, 2020, 05:47 PM
22801 Jul 24, 2020, 05:45 PM

There’s not much I’d change - I see no need to change anything
None
I would like to see a softening of the environment more wood and greenery, outside gyms, a casual surf club that has a restaurant. Wider paths for biking and running.

Needs help to develop its identity, to be more sure of itself, to re-emerge. Also a hair-do and wardrobe upgrade.
I'd make it more proud of its identity, you can be humble but still like your best!!
Scent (toilets)
I wouldn’t change it.
I would want to ensure it stayed clean, rubbish free, pure (Clean water), etc
None of the buildings look like they belong together.
Until one reaches the sand, nothing is easy - parking a car, getting a snack, getting across the bike path.
Accessibility for non able bodied people to the sand and water.
Embrace the future.
updated building facades and garden makeovers.
It would be nice if the area provided some quiet spaces for the introverts.
I’m really happy with the foreshore if I could tweak things they would be...
- Change or make the bike path clearer through the pedestrian section, accident waiting to happen the speeds the bikes go at.
- Maybe more shaded areas on the grass, would be great to still get outside in summer and feel more protection from the sun.
- I don’t think the angling/sailing clubs are fairly run. The price they are charging external companies to hire space (when they aren’t being utilised anyway) is extortionate and much more than they are paying the council for the space.
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Q5. Are there any other opportunities you think we should consider?

23149 Aug 16, 2020, 11:15 PM Comfortable seating with backs
A casual cafe/restaurant where we could sit and eat while watching the water. Seems a shame to not have one on the foreshore when it's such a gorgeous space (we love the one in Middle Brighton!)
A skate park for kids would be brilliant.
23148 Aug 16, 2020, 11:14 PM Sunshades over a great BBQ area would be wonderful (we've never had a BBQ there - even though we live just 1 minute away - as we prefer shaded areas for our family)
23147 Aug 16, 2020, 10:49 PM Keep the beach for beach related clubs and activities. Other things can happen anywhere. Keep the beach for beach and beach related Club activities.
Encourage the Port Phillip community to enjoy all that Elwood foreshore has to offer, in particular the water based clubs on the Elwood foreshore. These clubs provide camaraderie and training in essential water skills for safety and enjoyment of the water. The water based clubs have given greatly to my children and other
families of Elwood. The opportunity is there, now, to improve, increase and share the knowledge, skills and abilities that residents of Elwood have gained and benefitted greatly from with other residents of Port Phillip. Our Elwood foreshore, which is the water, is a great asset and use of the water should be promoted.
23146 Aug 16, 2020, 10:21 PM There are other parklands and sporting grounds, however the water and water activities are based at the Elwood foreshore. Promotion of the existing water based clubs on our foreshore is a key element for future for the enjoyment of our foreshore.
23145 Aug 16, 2020, 09:57 PM Need to consider management of rising sea levels and take action to protect the beach, parks and Elwood from this. I have not heard anything from port Phillip on protecting the beaches and managing the inevitable climate change impacts. This should be the number one priority.
23144 Aug 16, 2020, 09:52 PM
23143 Aug 16, 2020, 09:13 PM Proper 400 metre running track on the current grassy area
As mentioned above
- placing pathways for access from Wattie Watson oval to car park.
- More dog poo bag stands
- more dog drinking bowls - with Covid-19 the drinking fountains have been shut off but I think there should still be access for dogs, especially as it gets warmer, the walk from Elwood to Brighton dog beach has NO dog water bowls accessible anymore
23142 Aug 16, 2020, 09:03 PM - a running track on an oval or area separate to the bike track and walking path
Pedestrians and people with disinrlities should have a pedestrian crossing (s) over the bike path. This is clearly an amenity that is missing, which makes disabled people feel unwelcome.
23141 Aug 16, 2020, 07:45 PM Another suggestion would be to have a runners' path parallel to the bike path to separate runners from both walkers and riders.
Involve the local indigenous community in the landscaping.
Out of summer the car park is barely used. Let it be free parking for 3 hours so that people attending sporting events etc can do so without trawling through the side streets looking for a free park.
In redeveloping the sporting facilities, allow for space so that that can cope with multi use.
That the Beach House should be a community space rather than run as a commercial business.
More Seating, picnic tables, walking paths.
23140 Aug 16, 2020, 07:31 PM And SHADE
* More park benches or seating
* Longer operating hours for cafes and eateries especially during summer months
23139 Aug 16, 2020, 06:48 PM * Separate paths for walkers and joggers. Often joggers huff and puff all over walkers with little respect for personal space (obviously this is more important with current the COVID situation)
A new more informal brunch cafe with outdoor tables by the foreshore would be great as Elwood Bathers does not have an outdoor area, an outdoor area for Elwood Bathers could also be considered. Public toilets could be upgraded. I like the boardwalk style large wooden areas in St Kilda - these are also wide which will
be good for social distancing. Also the area needs to stay open and accessible while any changes are made! I don't want it to be over commercialised though. It needs to retain it's unique neighbourhood feel, I don't want it to become like St Kilda and a tourist attraction. No chain restaurants please! Don't alter the ability to
23138 Aug 16, 2020, 06:47 PM be able to see the city views. Keep the historic sailing club!
Make better use and design (rebuild) of the small cafe located on the foreshore near Byrne Avenue. The poor storage of tables and chairs (when not in use, many times a week) behind temporary fencing is degrading for the area and a poor solution to this prime opportunity. This area was recently re-landscaped and very few
23137 Aug 16, 2020, 06:20 PM of the trees survived, however the cafe site continues to use and disregard the privilege of such a location. Further to this, the items on offer have been below standard for many years and a new operator should go out to tender..
23135 Aug 16, 2020, 06:09 PM Let the residents have some enjoyable less crowded space
A couple more cafes. Not to have one that is always closed and changed management. I guess it is hard to make a good profit when they don't have too many customers and have overhead. The council should subsides the rent. Friday or Saturday night live music may be. Make it more interesting.. Can have a few more
23134 Aug 16, 2020, 05:36 PM outdoor BBQ's
23133 Aug 16, 2020, 04:19 PM Removal of parking meters
Pump track for kids and other bike riders.
Nets behind AFL goals like Elsternwick park new setup.
More plants.
More regular combing of beach for weeds and rubbish.
23131 Aug 16, 2020, 02:18 PM Community Garden to plant veges and such - use the community green waste to help mulch the whole precint.
23129 Aug 16, 2020, 01:42 PM The bike path needs to be upgraded. It is currently of poor quality and like a patch work quilt. It doesnt require beautification but a quality path to ride on.
1) Retain and enhance the vista of the sea along Pine Ave. It is the only one of the streets that run from Ormond Rd to Ormond Esplanade where you can actually see the water.
23128 Aug 16, 2020, 01:13 PM 2) There needs to be a defined path for pedestrians from the traffic lights near Pine Ave, across Ormond Esplanade, to the beach.
I think that there is a huge lack of community space available. The angling club has a great space and it’s cost effective for locals wanting to rent the space. But the facilities they have there are a little outdated one their kitchen area. But they are approachable and friendly to non members too.
The sailing club doesn’t really serve the community unless your a sailer. When you approach them about their venue it’s very expensive and always booked out. I don’t believe that they serve the community in this sense. I feel that facility should be ran by the community and profits should be used around the area.
23124 Aug 16, 2020, 09:26 AM I think it would be great to have a community centre on the foreshore I also would like to see a space schools can use where students can come and undertake environmental based study projects and learn about this precious environment.
23123 Aug 16, 2020, 09:04 AM Increased availability to public toilets/ showers

Congratulations to Port Phillip Council in their planning to enhance the area.
In a way it's good to have the free time during this lockdown period to give more thought to your request. Every cloud has a silver lining. Trust you will indulge this rather lengthy response.
Am writing with a background of experience in the City of Port Phillip with projects in St.Kilda Beach,
St.Kilda Road and Elwood. Am a Project Director with background in Project Direction and Design working in Victoria and globally in both Heritage, new builds and their surrounds.
Am an "Alumni" of St.KIlda Park State School, the local St.Kilda kinder, lived in St.Kilda and had an office in St.Kilda.
Am always thinking of moving to Elwood however circumstances don't seem to allow. And most importantly of all, am a St.Kilda AFL tragic.
Constantly in my work am reminded that careful sensitivity, sensibility and process is required to work with existing Stakeholders to create the most successful outcomes that respect existing Stakeholders and future users. Stakeholders need to know they are included in decisions and not just window dressing to say they had
been consulted. It is good to know the City of Port Phillip is cognisant of that feeling and suggestions will be seriously considered and implemented where possible. The days of the needs and wants of the "Locals" being disregarded are over.
Gentle yet comprehensive improvements could be made to increase use and upgrade community engagement across all ages and abilities. There is wonderful scope in the whole area to create a unique environment.
What is striking about the area is the mix of people, cultures past and present and who can all be considered in this work. Coming from a refugee background one is aware that simple, welcoming areas allowing people to freely enjoy their natural beauty and providing uncomplicated ways to be encouraged and engaged with
an area and their new Community is enough.
Memories and present knowledge of the indigenous population and significance of the area are strong. Am hoping we can hear from the indigenous communities as to how they would suggest we work with the land and the bay. In that way perhaps education about the land and the bay could come into play and be a
significant part of the project.
As school children a few of us used to go after school to the meeting place tree at the end of Fitzroy Street and sit with the Elders and others. They told us stories and taught us about the vegetation and what we could find right there on the land and in the bay. We were too young to realise they were probably finding it hard
to survive. They were friendly and welcoming. Those moments are indelible, a memory of language seems strong, and some us were opened up to a whole new way of seeing and thinking. And most of all, respect.
That brings us to the magnificence of the bay and it's power to mesmerise and it's healing qualities. It's ability to provide endless hours of exercise and as a venue of non invasive water sports, boating as well as the simple pleasures of enjoying the beach and taking in the view.
Areas need to be provided with landscaped shelter to allow small groups picnics and meetings to enjoy the air and light. Improved landscaping and appropriate vegetation would improve this as well as provide wind breaks. More habitats to protect and encourage native bird and marine life. More art installations could be
included. Pets and their needs need to be acknowledged and considered. Safety of all users, disabled, prams, children, the elderly and their carers, bike riders,walkers, strolling tourists etc would benefit from improved safe surfaces, adequate lighting and perhaps vegetation type and discreet landscaping and art barriers
where required rather than intrusive, hard barriers. Security needs professional, expert advice to be subtly built into whatever is going to be created.
23118 Aug 15, 2020, 08:01 PM The question of buildings in the area is that the character of many of the existing buildings have possibilities and if they can be improved without removal and instead refurbished and if necessary added to, then it would allow the already existing Stakeholders and others in the Community the continued use of those buildings
23117 Aug 15, 2020, 06:56 PM
23116 Aug 15, 2020, 06:34 PM Artificial reefs to encourage original marine life, more native vegetation on foreshore
23115 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM
23114 Aug 15, 2020, 06:31 PM Not that I can think of right now!
23111 Aug 15, 2020, 02:16 PM
23110 Aug 15, 2020, 01:05 PM Consider opportunities to integrate soft climate adaptation measures including offshore structures so they enhance amenity and aquatic biodiversity rather than relying g on rock revetments
23109 Aug 15, 2020, 12:47 PM Ensure the local and appropriately developed ethos is maintained - do not overdo it (e.g. no incremental buildings added, no buildings higher than two stories etc.)
leaving it alone, yes buildings need repair but not demolished they are my memories titdy up the grass areas, make more seatimng get rid of hazzards let it e easier for the sailors to sail but dont ruin the place we dont want arcades slot machines or disney lands! We want places to read books relax exercise and breath in
23097 Aug 14, 2020, 01:41 PM fresh air, water makes you happy dont spoil it for us.
Australians laugh at Melbourne’s beaches. The city is commonly bleak (Including 180 overcast days per year). Make the waterfront green but accomodate tasteful places to eat and drink with views of the water. The Bay barely has a waterfront cafe, just several expensive restaurants. It is an uncomfortable place to take
people most of the year. I always look at Elwood’s empty sheds and wish they were places for people to congregate with views of the water. Enhance Elwood’s unique green space but democratise the buildings. No point thinking of access for the disabled and aged if the place is uncomfortable most of the year. The
23095 Aug 14, 2020, 11:35 AM attractive building (and cafe) at LFK is a good example. How nice it would be if it faced the water. The Bay teems with these lost opportunities.
23093 Aug 14, 2020, 09:32 AM An intimate scale outdoor amphitheatre embedded in the landscape for low key and local performances of acoustic music, poetry, comedy, dance, community groups, etc.
23092 Aug 14, 2020, 08:43 AM
Removal/improvement of vegetation....the area around sails/the cricket nets is currently made up of a lot of shrubs that aren't really well maintained and don't seem to add a lot of value.
Positioning of whatever that council run maintenance space is next to the cricket nets. The cricket club would ideally require a fourth net for its growing base and that council space appears rarely used.
Access to Wattie Watson pavilion.....current access is by winding through the car parking and shrubs and is unsafe on and time consuming on busy days. Access via head st gate should be considered.
More low cost high use community facilities such as built in bbqs, bubblers, exercise equipment, benches.
23090 Aug 13, 2020, 06:43 PM Not over-commercialise the precinct.
As a member of the board at a community club, we would love to see additional facilities that help the community develop. For us, that means more storage facilities, and access to more changing room facilities to enable the growth of our womens and junior sections. We really aspire to have the junior section grow into the
23088 Aug 13, 2020, 04:08 PM heart of the community
More room for life saving club.
23087 Aug 13, 2020, 04:01 PM It has long history going back 1912 so expanding this would help members and support community
Please make improvements on the Life saving club a High priority - The change rooms are the size of 2 toilet cubicles and we can have 4-5 girls in there at one time - We need to ensure that the club has some autonomy over how it is used with life saving being the major priority with a view to having cafes or fitness services
23086 Aug 13, 2020, 01:58 PM work out of it around their needs to boost revenue - its an incredible location so should be used this way
23085 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM Offset the buildings more. Less car parking. Move the buildings towards the car parks to free up more grassy space or eating areas/viewing points between the buildings and the beach. Not many people use the green spaces even in summer. Maybe they are too narrow? And cut off by the busy footpath?
23084 Aug 13, 2020, 01:37 PM More sites or information recognising indigenous owners of the site and other historical stories
23083 Aug 13, 2020, 12:48 PM No

Have a toy and tool library there. Plenty of space for this to happen.
Move Elwood playgroup here and make 51 Broadway community child care.
Have a bmx bike track
Have a massive nature playground that adults can use too
23082 Aug 13, 2020, 11:32 AM No big area games for established sports such as cricket allowed, they limit uses and exploring new sports.
there needs to be areas of shelter. trees aren't large enough to provide this.
somewhere for people to go under to get out of the rain or scorching sun for a bit.
paths should be created where there is obvious foot traffic. ie the path up Point Ormond from the footpath is well worn and yet the path leads up from the play ground.
more seating. We also really enjoyed the Elwood sign on Point Ormond. it should be made permanent
there should also be Art work along the foreshore. we have some amazing artist around this area. sculptures, mosaics etc would be wonderful and can be changed yearly. other places around the world seem to do this better.
23081 Aug 13, 2020, 10:07 AM it should be a place that makes us proud to show overseas guests.
23080 Aug 13, 2020, 09:42 AM More diverse options for food and drink, rather than The Bathers with it's very high price point and food trucks. It would be really cool if the SLSC could have a cafe and bar like what you find down the surf coast (Fairhaven, or in Noosa, etc)
23078 Aug 12, 2020, 11:03 PM
Skateboarding
23077 Aug 12, 2020, 10:16 PM More continuity and flow around buildings - expand sidewalk Infront of surf club and restaurants
yes
as a near-by resident and daily swimmer at Elwood Beach there are several key issues:
1. the toilets/ changerooms are inadequate and dirty, forcing most of us to change outside
2. the stormwater management needs to be improved as the water quality is often not good - nowhere near as good as Dendy Street, Brighton
23073 Aug 12, 2020, 04:54 PM 3. Bikes need to be separated from pedestrians - there is a serious safety issue at the entrance to Elwood Bathers and crossing the main access path to the beach - why is the bike path so close to the beach at the main access path - some children will be seriously injured or killed. The bikes fly along this path !
23072 Aug 12, 2020, 02:50 PM More cafes and bars open later
I would love to see areas infront tofangling club with picnic benches and access to ice cream or fish and chips so we can watch the sailors or watch our grand kids on the beach but not have to be in the sand. Sit do a crossword no bike path to manveour I usually get water from sailing club and sit on wodden wall but it woudld
23070 Aug 12, 2020, 01:06 PM be nice to have nicer palce to sit.
23065 Aug 12, 2020, 09:56 AM Not allowing jet skis to come up to the shore, and also where they ride be extended away from shore. If buildings are replaced, please make them tastefully designed and blend in.
The locals pay to live here and should not be forgotten. This is not just an opportunity for council to try to make money but increasing fees, rates, costs. It is a small area and cannot dope with a massive influx of people without severely impacting those who live around the area. It should be accessible to all but not at the cost
23064 Aug 12, 2020, 09:43 AM to those who live there.
23063 Aug 11, 2020, 11:42 PM Can there be a place to commemorate the tradition owners of the land
23062 Aug 11, 2020, 09:28 PM
23061 Aug 11, 2020, 08:59 PM Support for our local clubs
23060 Aug 11, 2020, 08:29 PM Having more native plant life and more protect the native marine life more with specific programs for pest eradication
1. Connection into the foreshore from the road is limited to one appropriately paved foot entrance (near the kinder) despite multiple sets of traffic crossings. More open and direct pathway connections, with lighting and appropriate paving - particularly near the southern end traffic lights to the playing fields and sport
buildings
2. The fields in between the oval and the tennis courts are under utilised - more events should be encouraged to use this area - food trucks, festivals, triathlons are encouraged. Infrastructure, toilets, etc to support these events would be great.
3. Reduction in built form along the foreshore - whilst on the beach it feels like you are surrounded by building structures behind you. The lifesaving club and Elwood Bathers complex is very large and dominates the foreshore whilst at the same time having poor connection for foot traffic and casual use of the dining areas
from the beach (gives the impression that it is uninviting) nothing is at beach level.
4. Reconstruction of the sailing club, anglers and scout hall with a view to maintaining existing function whilst encouraging use of these structures for additional community use. Activation of the ground level of these buildings and removal of the of the road network between the beach and these buildings as much as
possible. Activation could include casual cafe or restaurant and/or community space for casual hire for events (this may allow for the relocation of the leases/or new) from in-front of the kinder and make them a more attractive commercial opportunity with a beach frontage. The existing buildings in this area are uninviting
and appear to be never used.
5. The carpark at the Brighton end is a disgrace with poor connection and linemarking - Rationalisation of this area may free up some space for community use and/or paved areas for all weather community events.
6. Whilst commercial premises should be encouraged although limited, if they are to be provided they need to have good access and prominence, and an opportunity to succeed and be fully utilised. I would suggest that most people pass through the area and never spend any money or time in these premises, particularly
23058 Aug 11, 2020, 05:44 PM the one near the car park which will never succeed due to missing most foot traffic.
23057 Aug 11, 2020, 05:20 PM Enhanced Pedestrian connection to Ormond road via laneway - beach walk
23054 Aug 11, 2020, 11:58 AM Free parking for surrounding suburbs. Including glen ira.
23052 Aug 11, 2020, 07:49 AM more rubbish bins, both general waste and drink container recycling
For me Elwood is a suburb where women and families want to feel safe and enjoy the bayside experience. Anything that enhances the natural beauty of big trees, clean water and clean sand. The space should encourage a safe environment particularly for women exercising outdoors would be welcome. I would not want to
23051 Aug 11, 2020, 03:09 AM see it be overdeveloped and lose it’s natural look and feel.
23049 Aug 10, 2020, 10:57 PM I would LOVE a cool beachfront club that extended out to the sand with day recliners and umbrellas like they have in France.. For summer months only. You can have drinks and food bought to you. Something really relaxed. A wellness centre would be amazing. Yoga, saunas, gyms, spas, pool.
23048 Aug 10, 2020, 10:32 PM
23046 Aug 10, 2020, 09:54 PM Food and drink options
23044 Aug 10, 2020, 08:24 PM More family focused areas for a range of age groups.
It would be great to see at least one more high quality licensed restaurant to make this more of a night time destination. It's wonderful to see Elwood Bathers take off but a couple more options would be great. It would also make the area feel safer and create a sense of connection between Elwood village and the
23040 Aug 10, 2020, 07:02 PM foreshore.
23039 Aug 10, 2020, 06:37 PM A lot of other councils are putting outdoor table tennis tables (BYO bats and balls) in their parks. I would love to see 3 or 4 outdoor tables tennis tables placed on the grassed areas along the foreshore.
23038 Aug 10, 2020, 06:25 PM Encourage more cafe's and dinning to bring people to the area
23037 Aug 10, 2020, 06:14 PM

Improved food/beverage options for people to enjoy outdoors.
23036 Aug 10, 2020, 06:05 PM Increased outdoor fitness options
23035 Aug 10, 2020, 05:24 PM Improve access across to beach from Beach Road pedestrian crossing crossing between Pine and Foam (without need to entering play field which is often being used)
The paths are too narrow especially towards ST kilda.
The foreshore should be a great meeting place but there is just not enough to do and the cafe huts are old fashioned.
23033 Aug 10, 2020, 04:58 PM Elwood bathers restaurant is fantastic but the outdoor area is too small.
23030 Aug 10, 2020, 02:39 PM No
23028 Aug 10, 2020, 01:46 PM Upgrade the kiosk near Normandy - it’s old and tired and needs a re-furb
A fenced in dog area. Whilst there is an off lead area this is often used by people with very young children as it is adjacent to the playground. Whilst dog obedience is certainly the onus of pet owners, it is also quite unsafe to assume that all dogs can be safely off lead with children present. There is currently no fenced in
location for dog owners and thus make it very difficult for those training young dogs or indeed for the control of several dogs playing all at once. Although it is appreciated open spaces need to remain "multi-purpose" I would suggests that as soon as a family with young children place themselves in the middle of an off lead
23026 Aug 10, 2020, 12:44 PM section it precludes a whole range of activities (thus rendering it no-longer multi-purpose). If you want an excellent example of one in a relatively small space check out https://www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/our-city/parks-and-playgrounds/caulfield-racecourse-wedge-pawfield-park
23024 Aug 09, 2020, 11:12 PM
Separation of walkers and runners. Provide a separate running path, to separate the walkers (and dogs) from the runners. Consider a soft / gravel surface for running.
Community pavilion / change rooms for modern sporting clubs. Think triathlon / run clubs / personal training groups that have developed in the last 20 - 30 years. All the current clubs with facilities had them provided in 60 or more years ago. Nothing has been provided to cater for sporting preferences that were not even
considered in the mid 1900's.
Integrated beach themed family park / play space. Inspiration from the new development in Booran Reserve for example, crafted for a beachside setting.
23023 Aug 09, 2020, 10:00 PM Import a finer / softer variety of sand :-)
23022 Aug 09, 2020, 05:04 PM Don't spend a ridiculous amount of money on something no one wants, looks crap and takes forever. Like the life saving club on Beaconsfield Parade.
23021 Aug 09, 2020, 05:02 PM A row of small shops, food outlets making it a nice place to relax.
23020 Aug 09, 2020, 03:32 PM Keep the Elwood foreshore as natural as possible. That’s why people visit it. It has a different vibe to the St Kilda foreshore for a reason. Please don’t turn it into another generic foreshore. Elwood is precious and needs to be protected
23019 Aug 09, 2020, 01:48 PM Get that young kid who did the Elwood Sign at Point Ormond to put his ideas in. The whole area could be branded a little more creatively than Elwood Park
Stop all plans for beach development and return the money to ratepayers. Beautify the beach so more people come, geez can we arrange for some race based riots too? At a practical level : Water the lawn in summer , shouldn’t be too hard. When competence in this task is demonstrated maybe just maybe, make some
23018 Aug 09, 2020, 01:26 PM proposals
Emphasis on native bush land, animals returning. I love the Elsternwick nature reserve - more of that please.
23017 Aug 09, 2020, 12:46 PM Also a pool! The only thing missing is a pool. It would be amazing to have a place to swim around here when the weather has been bad and storm water prevents us from going into the ocean.
23016 Aug 09, 2020, 12:01 PM Parking discounts for residents of Port Phillip.
23015 Aug 09, 2020, 11:10 AM Sustainability should be the priority focus!!
23014 Aug 09, 2020, 10:58 AM Keep the actual number of buildings the same. Just re-build the existing to meet the long term needs of the suburb of Elwood. Keep the community feel of Elwood alive modernise and consider what has been done elsewhere in Australia and the world with the design.
23013 Aug 09, 2020, 10:38 AM Improved space allocation for the Elwood Life Saving club who struggles to get rescue equipment down a ramp that barely fits vehicles and whose hand rails are broken
23012 Aug 09, 2020, 10:32 AM A foreshore playground, more seating, grass areas, shaded areas for us all to enjoy in the summer
23011 Aug 09, 2020, 10:12 AM As an extremely popular tennis with over 420 members and a long waiting list, we would welcome more courts. There are no other tennis clubs in the area to accomodate local players.
More efficient use of the spaces between the bike path and the walking path, better linkages between the recreational areas adjacent to the foreshore. For example it's hard to even know there's a playground there or tennis courts, there are an abundance of picnic tables in the open areas which feel a bit random and
disconnected from the beach.
The main issue with the access ways is the joined footpath with bicycles and pedestrians near Elwood bathers.
23010 Aug 08, 2020, 05:26 PM Incorporating more art and Indigenous artefacts into the space and infrastructure.
23009 Aug 08, 2020, 11:26 AM Yes. I think a piece of sculpture would enhance the foreshore as a meeting point, point of interest, reflection of Elwood's historical arts vibe, and just a nod to the inclusion of art in everyday life.
23008 Aug 08, 2020, 10:39 AM
1. If tides are definitely rising, and will continue to rise, what do we plan to do to save the low-lying areas of the City of Port Phillip Foreshore, and beyond? There will be little value in our Foreshore looking more attractive if it is to be inundated....!
2. The Tennis Club, the Sea Scouts, and the Angling and Sailing Clubs are historically relevant, and they add a certain 'life' and charm to the Foreshore, as well as catering for popular and important recreational and social activities. None of them is as visually attractive as they could be. They do not need to be moved or
demolished, but judicious planting, together with stronger maintenance programmes will make them more visually attractive.
4. Can 'Niccolini's' be converted into something more useful to the community?
5. I have listed 'Building/Infrastructure without a compelling need to be on the Foreshore....' and 'Car parking experience is improved...' at 9 and 10 respectively, even though I believe them to be important. The only building that is not compelling is 'Bathers'; Beach access is important for the Sea Scouts, lifesavers, sailors and
anglers. However, as I have already mentioned, my opinion is that 'Bathers' adds 'life' to the whole experience of being at the Foreshore, and attracts members of the community to the Foreshore. We do not need any more cafe/restaurants, and at the risk of killing a small business, the Ice Cream Van is tacky.
'Car parking' is well down my list, even though I have asked if the hugely expensive undertaking of underground parking is viable. The 'experience' is not as important as other effects of parking. I believe that we need to get cars off the road (Ormond Esplanade), and somehow to minimise the Foreshore carpark footprint, for
aesthetic and safety reasons. Empty cars tend to dominate Victoria's planning; these cars are housed in large amounts of land, and in too many left hand lanes making them unusable for passing traffic. Can we look at a different approach to parking in the Foreshore precinct, and along Ormond Esplanade (and other roads and
23007 Aug 07, 2020, 05:50 PM streets)?
I'm a member of the sailing club. It is well used on summer saturdays and not other times. the neighbouring club/scout hall seem practically unused. Most of the ESC members drive some way to sail there. Is there an opportunity to combine the underused sailing boating clubs elsewhere in COPP? For example, RMYC would
be a much more suitable site for dinghy sailing, given the sheltered water (albeit the busy road is a problem), and yet it doesn't offer dinghy racing. Ditto with Brighton YC. PMYC is underused and Albert Park Angling Club is almost completely unused.
23006 Aug 07, 2020, 02:17 PM Similar issues with surf life saving clubs (i'm not involved): the community gets almost no value from these privatised foreshore spaces.
Where sporting clubs exist they should be encouraged to manage themselves so as to build the community experience. Keep community focus. Show interest in and support local clubs to help develop their facilities to further community engagement.
23005 Aug 07, 2020, 10:11 AM Avoid development which overwhelms local community focus.

23004 Aug 06, 2020, 09:16 PM Keep in natural and minimize infrastructure
more parking for peak periods with more shade trees for cars. remove beach going cars from side streets.
remove or reduce parking cost.
stop overusing acacia and banksia? trees
Maintain planted large trees throughout the dry season.
23003 Aug 06, 2020, 04:30 PM Plant more large shade trees on beachfront grass areas
One of the key problems is a lack of co-ordination with Bayside Council which has resulting in the portion of the foreshore south of Head Street being a 'poor cousin' to the northern section, with less sand + poor cleaning practices.
23002 Aug 06, 2020, 02:08 PM The prohibitions of dog walking are also over-the-top and prohibitions should be limited to times when the beach is likely to be busy with swimmers.
23001 Aug 06, 2020, 12:31 PM The cross section of the cycle bath and walkway near elwood bathers can be a hazard at busy times. More cafes and restaurants of the foreshore
Ban jetski access to the beach and also from the Elwood boat ramp and force them to only be able to launch at other access points.
Widen the walking paths and ensure less conflict with cyclists and cars.
More seating overlooking the water.
Ensure no car park over emergency or beach access points.
23000 Aug 06, 2020, 12:13 PM Additional map signage at multiple access points as to the spaces and facilities available (eg pathways - walking and cycling, toilets, bbqs, open spaces, playgrounds) to encourage further exploration of the spaces.
Increase the no power boating area along the whole Elwood beach to enhance safe swimming. Ban jet skiers from using the beach as a launching/access point. Encourage non power craft such at SUP boards etc to use the beach. Allow a private operator to rent umbrellas chairs etc.
22999 Aug 06, 2020, 12:05 PM Further increase seating that looks out onto the water.
22998 Aug 06, 2020, 09:51 AM It would be great if the rather lovely lighting fixtures along the walking track could be replaced by similar looking versions that resist salt corrosion, rather than just progressively removing them when they become potentially dangerous.
Deckchair/umbrella hire
Organised rubbish collection along beach/foreshore or more regular community volunteer rubbish collection
22997 Aug 06, 2020, 08:09 AM Banned smoking on beach!! It’s impossible to keep children away from the smoke in summer and the pollution the butts cause on the beach is not only alarming but also hazardous
22996 Aug 05, 2020, 09:51 PM The threat of climate change, I know council does a lot of work but it is the biggest issue for the whole bay.
Outdoor gym would be great on the foreshore!
22995 Aug 05, 2020, 09:36 PM Would love a sea pool.
22994 Aug 05, 2020, 05:10 PM Better access when the road is closed for events - too often the Head St gate at the end is closed when there is no reason why it should be
1. The council should engage with the beach clubs - tennis, life savers, sailing, angling, scouts and other sport clubs - to promote and support their activities. Commercial activities should be discouraged.
2. The list of 'opportunities' in Q4 above is misleading. Some of these are not opportunities but things that could have a negative impact on Elwood foreshore. I would have to see a much clearer description of any changes proposed, and the problems they purport to solve, to regard them as 'important'. For example, what is
meant by improving the car parking experience? Cutting the price would improve the experience for everyone, but in my opinion far too much of the foreshore area is devoted to cars. An improvement would be to remove much of the car park, provide public transport to the beach (where is the nearest bus stop?), and
22993 Aug 05, 2020, 04:00 PM provide better bicycle access and parking. In general I would prefer to minimise changes to the foreshore.
22992 Aug 05, 2020, 01:22 PM Ban jetskis
22988 Aug 05, 2020, 12:33 PM no
22987 Aug 05, 2020, 08:51 AM Provision of an all ability raised fishing platform accessible via a gangway along the top of the rockwall adjacent to the boat ramp combined with a wave barrier protecting a floating boat tie-up pontoon and the boat ramp from prevailing sea conditions.
22986 Aug 04, 2020, 10:14 PM Improve night lighting -and open up same of the spaces to enabled better disabled access and make the sporting clubs more inviting for the public
22985 Aug 04, 2020, 08:50 PM How can we appreciate, respect and pay tribute to the traditional owners of this land? How can we make it a space for reflection, learning and rejuvenation?
22984 Aug 04, 2020, 08:39 PM
22983 Aug 04, 2020, 08:32 PM
Yes, we need to bring the teenagers down to the beach, give them somewhere to hangout and have fun.
A great big pontoon for them to jump off. This would be great for kayakers, families and the ocean swimmers too.
22981 Aug 04, 2020, 06:11 PM Have regular festivals with music and food. Encourage people to ride/walk down, make it a community hub. It could be so fantastic.
22980 Aug 04, 2020, 05:44 PM
tie the green space to the sand/ beach area. Move the cycle track to the main road (I know cyclists want to ride beside the sea but there are a lot more pedestrians using the beach space and the cyclists barrel through the crossing near the Elwood Sailing Club. grrrrrrr)
reduce the size of the corporate buildings (i.e. the Sails restaurant... I know they pay rent etc. but it is a very elite use of the prime beachside space.) If you had heaps of $ and political will, the sailing and angling club rooms could move back towards the main road and up in place of the round kiosk as well... but perhaps
22977 Aug 04, 2020, 04:42 PM that's not really possible. That might mean the boat trailers etc can park there rather than on the grass beside the boat club?
In kind with the WSUD opportunity, the re-introduction of wetlands is essential if the council wishes to respect natural environment, while protecting the Bay.
22976 Aug 04, 2020, 03:41 PM Please re-visit the Water Sensitive Cities - Monash Uni Exhibit: SWAMPED for significant and essential design.
22975 Aug 04, 2020, 03:16 PM The addition of sculpture to the area to bring more of Elwoods ‘personality’ to be enjoyed in the beach side setting. The sculpture could be a hammock design for residents and visitors to the area to enjoy.
22974 Aug 04, 2020, 12:42 PM
A good cafe serving good coffee/takeaway food or informal sit-down - as opposed to a restaurant (formal sit-down).
22973 Aug 04, 2020, 12:13 PM No increase in car parking - people should be walking/biking to the Elwood Beach.
22972 Aug 04, 2020, 10:04 AM Food/refreshment outlets to cater for healthy life styles. I'm really hoping the 'wellness' centre will open and make use of that beautiful building. Yoga and a stroll on the beach with my Elwood friends would be bliss.
22971 Aug 04, 2020, 09:06 AM Potentially help that poor building that is off the foreshore become something that can sustain a business for more than 6 months. I don't know if that means move the building or make it more accessible or what but it cannot keep tenants in there for long.
22970 Aug 03, 2020, 11:54 PM
22969 Aug 03, 2020, 08:42 PM Pontoons and a lap swimming ocean pool if it's possible to provide these without having negative effects on the natural environment and marine creatures.
22968 Aug 03, 2020, 06:34 PM I think it’s important to maintain easy access for public to the beach as well as maintain amenities like toilets close to each area. As well as make it easy to walk and ride along the beach as it is now.
22967 Aug 03, 2020, 05:12 PM No

Interpretive signage, particularly regarding natural vegetation, fauna, including marine life.
Improved litter control measures such as specific recycling bins and placement of bins so that litter is less likely to escape in high winds.
Acknowledgement of country.
22965 Aug 03, 2020, 04:54 PM Recognition (signs) for all the volunteer groups that contribute to the enhancement of the foreshore.
CoPP have an incredible range of demands on a limited budget. I would think better maintained parking (especially the southern end) and renovated bathroom facilities in the Elwood Pavillion would be sufficient spend at this stage. The balance of budget should be allocated to supporting the community who are struggling,
22964 Aug 03, 2020, 02:19 PM and will continue to struggle, through and beyond CV-19.
22963 Aug 03, 2020, 12:25 PM Perhaps more shade for people and more ammenities. One toilet block isn't enough when you consider the number of people who use the space.
I believe the height and presence of the trees and vegetation currently flanking Ormond Espanade (from approx Bendigo Avenue to Foam Street) detract visually from the aesthetics of the bay which remains hidden from view. The wonderful amenity of the bay and associated open parklands are not visible to pedestrians and
even motorists passing through or visiting the area in complete contrast to the breathtaking views afforded one suburb away in neighboring Brighton. A solution may be to create multiple 'vista openings' allowing ease of access directly to the bay which amenity needs to be immediately visible from Ormond Esplanade.
22962 Aug 02, 2020, 10:03 PM And/or replace with low height shrubbery in an orderly fashion that can merge seamlessly with open grass spaces.
22961 Aug 02, 2020, 09:35 PM Keep family friendly and accessible for all mobility needs. Eg 2 storey sailing club to have lift access, rails on walk ways etc
22960 Aug 02, 2020, 12:45 PM Do not allow mortised vehicles in water and educate casual visitors efficiently
shade areas needed
22959 Aug 02, 2020, 12:37 PM more vigilance in order to keep clean, people pollute too much
I think we need to consider more food venues, maybe spaces for more food trucks or more kiosks.
22958 Aug 02, 2020, 12:26 PM Consider providing better public transport to the venue so little need to increase car parking
22957 Aug 02, 2020, 11:19 AM Please do not fundamentally change the area. It works well already for the local rate paying residents. Thanks
22956 Aug 02, 2020, 10:16 AM
22955 Aug 02, 2020, 10:04 AM Leave it alone. Stop ruining the foreshore. Let people simply visit, without paying a fortune, and enjoy iis simplicity.
Yes. Leave it alone. Don’t waste money on things that work the way the are. Take a look at the St Kilda Adventure Playground. What’s going on there is an absolute shame. You’ve taken so much equipment out and didn’t replace any of it. Now the plane is gone too. What’s wrong with you people? You make us come down to
22954 Aug 01, 2020, 08:58 PM your stupid community consultations giving us some hope you’ll finally get your act together and do something and then.... nothing. Useless
22953 Aug 01, 2020, 06:57 PM
22952 Aug 01, 2020, 05:51 PM No, see above
Elwood foreshore needs to have a been sense of place and connection to the suburb. At the moment, the character of the foreshore does not reflect the character of the suburb.
The foreshore precinct should be more accessible and the buildings need much needed modernisation. The new buildings should adopt both the character of the neighbourhood and be sympathetic to the unique setting of the Victorian coastline.
22951 Aug 01, 2020, 04:26 PM Value could be added be changing the existing interfaces to better connect Elwood to the beach and vice versa, in particular rearranging the location of the car parking area (being prime land for public open space).

This is a family beach that also provides opportunities for exercise and quite reflection. The water quality is often very poor after rain as the Elster creek system drains into the bay at both head street and the elwood canal. Engagement on the catchment to reduce water flow and remove pollution is essential.
No more public open space should be handed over for development. I have already seen the original lifesaving club relocated to accomodate a restaurant and the old bowling club has been used for a variety of commercial ventures, enough is enough.
Access to the beach is often poor due to the excessive calendar of fun runs, triathlons etc. I believe these events should be capped at 12 per year and when run they should include access to the beach for locals. The head street entrance to the car park could be opened to allow for families or those with a disability who can’t
reasonably walk to the beach. How would you like paying my rates only to find on a stinking hot day I can’t get near my local beach thanks to an event that could have been held anywhere. Why is port Phillip and more specifically Elwood inundated with these events, I notice it’s not a problem for bayside.
Elwood beach to my mind as a 60 year local resident is the last quite peaceful part of port Phillips foreshore, please don’t ruin it with more development or unnecessary works. Elwood is poorly serviced by public transport and the streets are already full of cars. The vast majority of visitors you drag to Elwood beach have got
22950 Aug 01, 2020, 03:23 PM there by car not public transport.
22949 Aug 01, 2020, 12:26 PM
22948 Aug 01, 2020, 08:37 AM
22947 Jul 31, 2020, 11:39 PM Ménage Le trois
The design and integration in to the landscape and community of the South Melbourne and St Kilda Life Saving Club Buildings would be great to see replicated at Elwood.
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Could an all-in-one venue be built to house to the Life Saving, Angling and Sailing Clubs that provides a community hub and potentially a venue for them to generate revenue?
More BBQs. More Picnic tables.
Could you make the summer a bit warmer? Also, it can rain between 10pm and 5am every night to offset potential drought risks.
The walking track can become quite congested, and there's often bottlenecks caused between runners and walkers going at different speeds with runners dodging in and out of groups of walkers.
Lets make Elwood’s water quality fantastic.
Lets sort out the water from the creek & the storm water drains so that we are enhancing, not polluting, our bay.
Let’s put pontoons out on the water for people to swim out to & jump off.
Let’s take over some of the car park & build a 50m swimming pool that is open year round for everyone to enjoy. These are all over Australia, especially on the NSW coast. To create one on our beautiful Bay would be wonderful.
Let’s create a place that celebrates outdoor, healthy beach living & welcomes all to share in this experience.
BUILD A 50m SWIMMING POOL & PONTOONS FOR ELWOOD BEACH!!!
Upgrade the croquet club building to allow for expansion, an upstairs perhaps for social gathering. Also better disabled access and faclities. Consider expanding the playing area into the unused area towards the beach road. Allow access to the club from the greater foreshore area as it is currently hidden. This would
encourage casual younger players for things like barefoot croquet. Elwood and CoPP as a whole has many older residents so croquet is the ideal sport and social activity. No other similar sports are available in Elwood.
increased boat storage for the sailing club, better launching ramp and integration of boating and swimming.
It would be pretty amazing if at some point, the wellness centre utilised the side of the building (opposite side to the playground) in a way that respects the nature and open space. Imagine a geothermal or natural Salt/Mineral bathing facility with a plunge pool outside under the trees in that little nook where people don't
tend to walk (as its behind 2 buildings). And it's not a place to sit either. It's a dead space. There are some nice shrubs but imagine if this space was able to be utilised with such an activity, and some taller trees were planted to open the space up (and make it feel more safe and less like a dark corner) and provide shade.
Maybe this would activate this area well. Open space is important and there is a wonderful amount of that around. This particular corner is in the hub of activity so it would be good to include it.
The other thing that could be wonderful is some kind of community garden. As there are so many apartments in Elwood and conscious, healthy people focussed on wellbeing, some residence may love the opportunity to have a veggie patch and also an opportunity to create yet another like minded social community on the
foreshore that isn't sports based but can include those who just need to be included to care for their mental health and wellbeing. The community gardens in St Kilda are an excellent asset for the community. As Elwood is somewhere people really like to put down roots and connect with the community, I think this could be
really cool. The child care centre is in align with this and already has a wonderful veggie garden, and the wellness centre and its conscious cafe are also aligned and I believe, looking to eventually improve the vegetation around its building.

22938 Jul 31, 2020, 05:33 AM

Perhaps the wellness centre and the child care centre may come together to provide events such as gardening workshops (sustainable practices for example).
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A little swimming pontoon in the sea to swim out to.
More of a Qld/nsw style “local club feel” which is family friendly and encourages community interaction.
In some ways a central hub area with information about all the facilities, clubs, buildings on the site would be useful and helpful...I think most people would;ld be surprised that it is home to 12 Clubs plus the restaurants etc.
It probably needs more than one toilet facility given the size of the area, even though there are dedicated toilets in all the buildings.
The car parking area near Head Street needs totally replanning or multi purposing
Please keep it very local and down to earth.
I would love to see a great casual kid friendly cafe - or opportunity for a private restaurant to rent out a space - which offers great relaxed food and beverage without the linen napkins. Think Noosa surf club or Bondi Italian. I see this as somewhere families can meet for lunch after nippers or an early dinner after a day sailing
at the beach. This could become such an amazing community area where people meet and gather. I see kids playing on the sand while they wait for their fish and chips.
My dream is a Queensland style bistro - casual and community orientated - with Swedish style
showers and sauna to accommodate for our colder climate. A year-round offering built for the Elwood community.
Pontoons In the water. Keep the restaurant as it’s the first time there has been something affordable and lovely there. Give the loos and slsc some love
PONTOONS FOR ELWOOD
A water play area for children is needed desperately
Pontoons would be great
New buildings should be designed to fit within their location, ie. the toilet amenities & lifesavers block is an eyesore.
The restaurant should have more open air access for alfresco dining and takeaway.
Keep it natural, it’s the beach! Please don’t over develop the area. I use the beach to swim as part of a group that LOVE the bay all your round and swim in the open water 5 times per week, either with the group Elwood Aquatics or on my own. Every day I use it to walk my beautiful dog along the beach.
I would love to see some family friendly venues, think Noosa life saving club or Bondi RSL in Sydney. A family friendly, bistro type place would do so well with a day side cafe to serve icecreams and hot Chips to enhance the beach experience. Cleaner toilets are a must. I feel sick if I have to take the kiddies to use those public
toilets. Surely we can do better there. But most of alll please don’t over develop the area and Don’t loose the Overall natural feel and beauty the area already has. A family friendly bistro, a clubhouse, but keep it real. There is already a lot being done right there. Definitely Don’t give boats/ trailers any access there. It’s a great
beach and safe for kiddies to swim in the shallows. Can’t wait to hear about the next stage!
My family would LOVE to see several floating pontoons put out into the water for people to swim between, to climb up & jump off etc. Similar to the pontoon in the Brighton Baths. Pontoons like this exist all over the world and are a low cost, fabulous playful addition to any foreshore. They would encourage teenagers to get
active and out into the water & would provide a focus for swimmers as well as a barrier to motor craft coming in too close to shore. Pontoons for Elwood now!!!
Consider a Coogee Pavillion in Sydney on the foreshore. Consider the Notth Bondi RSL abx Norrh Bondi Italian.
Cafes, restaurants, skate park
Probably provide more shade on the grass area next to the restaurant but without disturbing the view/vista - perhaps shade cloths.
The foreshore should be left alone. There should be no private developments or any development for that matter.
It should remain natural and publicly accessible.
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In other words, leave it alone please.
I'd like to see the area becoming more appealing in the evening whilst still maintaining a family friendly environment. Remove biking or split up the walking area and bike area. Too dangerous
Make the whole area more integrated....reflecting heritage and modernity
Noise levels - sometimes the footy or soccer guys are very noisy and swear loudly
on the right track, be great to merge in with the Elsternwick parks, bike trails, paths, etc.
Brighton baths has a good base model to work off, but improvements could be More Community based spaces working around exercise, community groups and activities, amenities like hot showers, gym, sauna for Elwood ice burgers and a bistro over looking the water, affordable family meals were you can watch you’re kids play on the beach.
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My name is Tyson Hofstee I’m one of the founding members of Elwood Aquatic i use the foreshore everyday of the year and I’d love to help out anyway possible if you need anything please call me 0421641800 thank you.
Cost of parking reduced to stop parking in surrounding streets
Add a sea lap pool ! Like in Bondi beach !
More shade and vegetation, restoration of natural landscape
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There have been massive improvements in the past decade and the paths and boardwalk along the beach work well.
The new boat ramp and breakwater have held the beach sand in place, the beach is pretty clean and very accessible.
The most important opportunities to consider are climate change and the affect on infrastructure and the beach/breakwaters. Do the walls along the beach need to be made higher, how to minimise beach erosion and how to further reduce rubbish from the drains discharging into the bay.
A lot of money has already been invested in upgrading the beach boardwalks and paths, I think the focus should be about good maintenance and lighting
Casual foreshore cafe similar to Rickets Point would be a guaranteed succes.
The small kiosk at the end of Normandy Rd is, from casual observation, very popular but too small and primitive.
Acces to car parking should be improved. Open access from Head St.
Get rid of the crappy ti tree and put in nice lawns so the area can be used.
- better changing rooms/facilities, ideally a swimgear spin dryer (like the ones at the Yarra Leisure swimming pools)
- lockers to leave belongings while off for a swim. particularly important for users who have not come by car - a behaviour that should be encouraged.
Maintain the grass areas better and smooth them out somewhat. Remove all the excess ugly signage. We don't need signs right on the beach. Its job creation gone mad.
Keep it as natural as possible. The grass and beach are the only reason I live here still.
Please.. for the future of this community do not allow old timers to create a boring space that nobody is excited to visit. This location should be the heart of the suburb. It is high time that council installs a heartbeat for future generations to come. There is ONE restaurant on the whole foreshore and most of Elwood has to
travel to St Kilda to experience a fun day/night out, unless you want to flop on the beach with your kids. This should be an appealing space for everyone (not just for families) and, lot of singles or couples live here and we'd love something which really motivates us to go there! PLEASE also ensure appropriate security on the
beach so we don't experience the gang violence troubles like last summer, flowing in from neighbouring St Kilda.
Please consider the population of Elwood. As it’s the highest single person suburb it would be good to cater to us for a change. Bring our community rooms back for yoga etc please address the speeding rude cyclists who never slow down at the pedestrian area. We want a off leash dog beach 24/7 and exercise equipment
(not on the foreshore) but on the grass area behind the buildings so it can be used at all times.
Day to day maintenance should be prioritized over new infrastructure
Bike and ped interaction is often confusing in the high use areas - exactly where it needs to be clear.
Too many facilities and casual sports infrastructure is unthinkingly targeted to males. Can we please have a consciously female design approach?
More food choices and dining options
I don't agree that any buildings should be removed, if they are not being utilised then I am sure you can find a use, they are all valuable structures. Hands off.
There needs to be a better flow for cars coming in and leaving the area.
Don't spend years writing papers and strategies. Send Council officers in person to speak to those residents (maintain 2m distance) who are affected (live closest) and give higher weight to their opinions. Conversely, those that benefit from free/nominal rents are inherently biased, so their views should be weighted the
lowest.
Perhaps incorporate pop up hire businesses into the existing buildings over peak periods. Eg Stand Up Paddle Board Hire, Canoe Hire rather than have them set up randomly on the foreshore.
I have grown up near Elwood, been involved with 2 clubs in the precinct and the two disappointing things that have occurred in the last 15 years has been the addition of the groins which have changed the beach, and the revamping of the ramp, which in my opinion has dramatically reduced the capacity to use the new ramp.
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Public transport to be improved so people going to the beac don’t need to take their car
Ability to cross beach road via tunnel so road traffic is not stopped
Better car park during summer
Council should work with the Lifesaving, Angling and Sailing club to use their opportunity to attract people to the area through membership. The more people use it, the more people will look after what they have joined and are involved in.
N.A
Less development in general
Priority should be disabled access all along the beach, so that it remains a space available to everyone. Improving landscaping and the placement and appearance of the old and outdated building can breathe life back into a lacklustre area.
Ensure open space continues to be maintained
on anzac day the club has a huge job with no outside help and its amazing they do this for us but as it grows maybe the council could help them out a bit with a grant for PA or stage
It’s great that this planning is happening. Please aim for less, not more development.
Thank you!!!!
Bring some LIFE into the area with colours or commissioned art works. FOCUS on sustainability.
To have lockers available for a few hours so you can store valuables while swimming.
Renovate very ugly toilets and more toilets.
More cafes/restaurants/ bbq’s
As mentioned above I’d like to see this area have some personality injected in to it, whether it’s by art installations, vegetation or architecture. Set it apart from the other suburbs. Look to Henley Beach in Adelaide -great public space to just gather and please invest in some proper showers ( in Henley beach they made an art
installation of the showers)
Conservation and clean up the canal and invest in wetland instead. Stop development in Elwood that isn’t environmentally sound.
Definitely should bring back a pontoon in the bay. I remember it well from the 80s and what a great incentive for kids and adults in the community....
Loved it and I think it will be well received. Improve nippers access for children in the community
I would like to see space for our swimming group (Elwood Aquatic) with proper showering facilities and sauna facing the bay. It would be great to have a simple cafe/ family eatery to complement the offering at elwood bathers. Plastic path to roll out for improved disabled wheelchair access. Lights on top of the posts in the
bay, like the flashing one above the post towards point Ormond for when we swim in the mornings before work (often 5:30am and dark). Bar area in the life saving club for social events.
With the huge influx of swimmers in the bay we need much better facilities with hot showers, a sauna and space to store belongings. Better lighting for visibility. Jet skis should not be allowed anywhere near the Elwood beach swimming zone, there is plenty of bay to the left of the boat ramp which could be used. They
frequently come very close to us when we are swimming and do not obey the signs about not going between the poles. A club for community gatherings which families can use year round.

Monthly community beach clean ups being promoted on the fore shore
Public toilets
Ramos onto beach for disabilities -lots of elderly people come to walk and get fresh air and don’t often go onto the sand
Better showers
More benches to sit on
Keep grassy areas
Wider pedestrian paths and bike paths -can get very crowded.
anything the council touches is sure to end up with an unfriendly and alienating design that only an architect could like - but that OK with the council as long as somebody can profit from what should be the communities public space

tidy up carpak at far end its a mess and stop prostitutes form using the parking area not safe.
Need to look at fantastic boardwalk areas overseas. Need shaded areas / facilities / bbq / seating. How can there be so few shaded areas on an urban beach in Australia? There are ways to make that attractive. Need better bathrooms / showers. Would be nice to have entertainment areas where there is seating and room for
musicians / performers. Need to update or remove horrible old buildings.
BAY WAC is Scouts Victoria’s Water Activities Centre on Port Phillip Bay and provides accommodation with 18 bunk beds plus 6 roll out beds, water activities, including kayaking and a meeting hall for Scout Groups, community groups and school groups to enjoy.
Many of the users of BAY WAC are from outer suburban locations and regional areas, where access to Port Phillip Bay’s sandy beaches, foreshore reserve parklands and water activities are a rare experience and treat for children and adults alike.
Council’s Property Policy includes an objective when entering into agreements for the use of Council Property to support service delivery, and promote health and wellbeing, social, environmental, cultural, recreational or economic opportunities and benefits in the City of Port Phillip by leasing or licencing Council Property to
Community Organisations.
For your assessment purposes under Council’s Property Policy, please find below information for each of Council’s Assessment Criteria:
a)Track Record – relevant experience, capability to deliver on contractual obliga ons, ﬁnancial capacity, quality of service, history;
Scouting is the largest worldwide youth organisation, enjoyed by millions of Australians since 1908. Scouting in Victoria has recently experienced 14 years of consecutive growth. Annually it involves around 20,000 youth members (5-25 years old), 5,000 adult members, their families and local communities.
In today’s ever changing world the Port Phillip community may be experiencing physical, social and emotional change. One of the most vulnerable groups is young people. Scouting has supported youth development in the Elwood area and in the St Kilda/Port Phillip municipality for many decades. Scouts continue to provide
the informal education program that enables youth between 5-25 years to develop a sense of belonging, build resilience and nurture leadership skills. Inclusiveness and Diversity are core values at the heart of Scouting. As stated in the Youth Membership Policy 2016 ' ...Scouts Victoria is open to all young people without
distinction of origin, race or creed. Membership shall be voluntary, without distinction of gender or abilities'. The composition of the growing Victorian Scout membership reﬂects most of the community trends. It is comprised of multiple cultures, religions, genders (over 35% are female) and varying levels of dis/advantage.
Scouts Victoria notes that regarding Child Safe Standards as outlined in Council’s Property Policy, Council is committed to creating a child safe environment where children and young people are respected, valued and encouraged to reach their full potential and Council’s policies and procedures support the implementation of
requirements under the Child Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005. If the use of Council’s property involves the tenant or any sublease tenant working with children, the tenant must comply with the Child Safe Standards made under section 17(1) of the Child Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005. Scouts Victoria complies with the
requirements of the Child Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005 and is very proud of our record in this regard.
b)Financial Oﬀer – ﬁnancial investment in the asset, ini a ves to honour contractual commitments and other ﬁnancial oﬀer/s;
Scouts Victoria has honoured our contractual commitments during the past 9 year Lease and also over the many decades the BAY WAC facility has occupied this Crown Land site on the Elwood foreshore.
Scouts Victoria built the facility around 1958 and takes great pride in knowing Scout Members, community groups and school groups may access the Port Phillip Bay and foreshore reserve, including an overnight stay at the BAY WAC facility to enjoy a beach experience.
This is especially beneficial for those who live in regional Victoria and outer suburban Melbourne, as this Crown Land site is there for the benefit of all Victorians, including the local Port Phillip population.
c)Vision and Proposed Value – proposed beneﬁts and the ability to provide those beneﬁts;
A copy of the 2019 Annual Report for Scouts Victoria has previously been provided to Council and outlines our record and values and demonstrates our ability to provide the benefits stated.
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d)Community Social Responsibility – cultural alignment with Port Phillip’s community, quality and environmental objec ves as per the Council Plan;
there are a lot of swimmers using the site. Facilities for open water swimming, including the community and family gathers would be good.
create walking track, sitting area within existing nature landscape and vegetation, improve safety surveilance
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I think there should be less geographical area used for car parking. If there is a need for many car parking spaces, can there be a small multi storey car park to make the space more efficient.
Improve public transport to the foreshore - ideally a tram stop!
Install bike racks with CCTV protection.
Perhaps a skate park for teenagers.
Any business opportunity should be local- emphasis on supporting arts/ creative spaces- e.g a Bookend to Gasworks
Please provide more recycling bins. We are part of Beach Patrol 3184 and we really appreciate that the beach is cleaned by a machine, but we still find ample material that could be recycled.
Try to safe the Baksia trees from the parking area
Please provide more recycling bins. We are part of Beach Patrol 3184 and we really appreciate that the beach is cleaned by a machine, but we still find ample material that could be recycled.
Improved lighting in the carpark and foot traffic areas surrounding Wattie Watson oval. The St.Kilda City junior FC and other sporting clubs have significant foot traffic in these areas particularly with girls and boys.
Improve the female specific amenities such as toilets and change rooms at Elwood Park Pavillion.
Upgrade of Elwood park pavilion to make it more suitable for being able to watch sport on the Wattie Watson oval and more attractive for community events/meetings.
Leave it alone
Making it easy for people to see what is allowed where on the beach and in the water...is: jet skis around swimmers...
Redevelop Elwood Life Saving Club. It needs to be twice the size and and purpose-built to accomodate life saving services, related training, Nipper and Junior programs etc
Please fix pedestrian access around Wattie Watson Oval so that the pedestrian crossing light next to the oval is actually usable. Currently if you cross at the traffic light on Ormond Esp. between Foam and Pine and want to access the beach you have to go onto the oval, which isn't always possible if sports teams are using it.
Alternative routes are currently cut off, and going around the other side of the oval makes using the lights pointless. Plus, even when you get passed the oval there is no path and you have to walk down a road used by the sports clubs (and clueless drivers that think it's an exit to the car park because there's no sign indicating
there's no exit!)
Public amenities, particularly the changing facilities could be enhanced with lockers and good showers for the growing number of swimmers using the beach.
A complete ban on jet skis for the swimming beach areas.
Envourage more use for longer in the day without contention.
More bbq in nice not cramped context??
New playground preserving the bush feel
Actual water can be used more. Good to see swimmers kayakers sup during covid.
Jetty to be walked on and kids to jump off
Seriously - offshore islands
There used to be pontoons moored off elwood beach
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Anything to encourage seals penguins native water rats
Less: buildings.
More: vegetation, including shade trees.
Stop trying to make things bigger and better.
I would like you to look at an inter grated playgroup and toy library and tool
Library. Perfect co-location. Would free up space at st Kilda neighbour hood house and 51 Broadway. Also add in a drop off-pick up library service intergrated with st Kilda library where you can order you books but pick up and drop off in Elwood.
A pony club would be awesome. This is not a joke.
Redeveloping the life saving complex. Maybe update it and add some space for community interaction with the life saving club
Increase space and Upgrade the building for the life saving club. Remove the whole building looks old and could be knocked down. Also the scout building seems to be a waste of space, not used regularly and when it is not by many people.
Leave some Historical Character. History is important - so just because the Sea Scout or Angling Club is under-used - leave it alone. Need to look at improving Point Ormond Boulevade to eliminate the Sexual Activities being undertaken.
Improve the life Saving club infrastructure
wider bike paths and some better warning colours/features for riders and pedestrians where paths intersect
Make the beach in front of the sailing club a no sun bathing and swimming area. It is very dangerous to have people on the sand and standing in the water when we get our boats or windsurfers out. they don’t understand that we don’t have brakes and that the wind can push the vessel towards them despite our bets efforts
to avoid them
Possibly a kiosk with take away options like further down the beach.
On the beach fencing in playground / area for kids.
Less space for parking. Encourage locals to walk down. Replace with bike storage, pram and other walking things.
Stop the rubbish flowing into the bay from the storm water entering at Head street and Elwood Canal. This pollutes the bay, with the rubbish ending up on the beach. Not only does it not look good it is a health and safety issue for the users of the Elwood foreshore and the wildlife the frequent the area. This should be
stopped before it gets into the bay.
Some of the clubs on the foreshore need to have their facilities upgraded or rebuilt to cater for the growing multicultural and diverse members and visitors to the area.
Please fix the issues with cyclists and pedestrians. I'm both so don't blame either, the infrastructure through this area is unclear, the section around the surf club particularly dangerous
Generally, Council should consider greater infrastructure support for non-sport recreational activities. The arts, for example, receives some funding support from Council but there are very few arts facilities, especially compared to the sporting facilities made available in the City
Don’t change too much
It would be great to see a tasteful Tenant at the beach house cafe and bring some life back to it
The primary school building improved and it could be used for yoga and community activities as it once was .
The bathers Pavillion building could be more aesthetic . They have done a great job considering it adds life to the beach .The Outsde of these buildings could be greatly improved visually .
Do not over develop.
Yes, start cleaning up our streets and street bin and just not in the area where more people shop for example Clarendon Street. Clean up the streets towards St.Kilda Road. Don’t spend our rate money on something that is not a priority to rate payers.
Stop increasing our rates, other Councils have frozen rates due to Corona, port Phillip Council is the only one not freezing our rates in these hard times and the price of properties decreasing. Hard times, and you talk about spending money on the foreshore. Who cares? Only people who live in that area.

The walking paths are too narrow and physical distancing is very difficult. Runners need to be kept separate from general walkers, prams etc. This is an urgent need.
Also the great expanse of bitumen path is ugly and not in keeping with the natural environment. More timber boardwalk pathways (like at St Kilda beach) and more trees and vegetation would help.
Need a better and more accessible playground close to the beach
Please remove or greatly reduce parking fees! Not everyone in the local area is within easy walking distance to the foreshore and locals shouldn’t have to pay exorbitant hourly parking fees to visit. How about offering $20 annual parking permit for local residents?
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Please leave the Elwood Sailing Club exactly as it is- it is a wonderful piece of history that we should preserve, inside and out. And it brings character to the foreshore.
Thank you for this survey!
Restore some of the original tree species like coastal Banksia, drooping she-oak for wildlife food and habitat
Please prohibit the use of Jet skis at Elwood beach.
They are extremely noisy and dangerous.
This is a family beach and the groups of Jetskiers totally changes the dynamic of the friendly environment.
Plus they race each other and speed into shore posing a danger to anyone in the water.
I’ve never seen anyone monitor this situation for safety and I would hate there to be a tragic accident before something was done to change this.
PLEASE provide new bathrooms and warm water in the showers. They really stink all the time
Sustainability outcomes: Focusing on the cleanliness along the foreshore (rubbish removal, etc) and removing pollutants from entering the bay; revegetating areas where needed for natural habitat & improving methods to prevent plastics & rubbish entering the bay.
Also any New built form to be designed with small footprint, with ESD principles & minimal visual bulk to ensure any architecture sits sensitively in the foreshore landscape and does not visually overpower the landscape. The landscape is the hero and it is to be kept this way.
Don’t call the painter. Call the demolition contractor!
Accessibility for everyone is essential. Please include permanent plans for non able bodied people to access the sand and water, not just pram access.
Less buildings, more trees.
taking into considers some key aspects that events use eg, use of gates and paths for chutes for participants to move around and access the site for the triathlon events that take place.

Sensitively enhance the kiosk on a small scale to provide all weather seating and toilet facilities. The concrete block Elwood life saving club is an eyesore. Bike path is too narrow in many areas and does not comply with Austroads guide to road design part 6A. The disabled parking spaces at the car park near between point
ormond and the kiosk is not DDA compliant. Cross fall is too steep. The ramp near the kiosk is too close to the kiosk and does not connect to anything. The newly installed concrete wall along the grass near the kiosk makes access for people walking to beach by cross Normandy Ave etc less accessible. Parking is too expensive
and particularly rediculous during the colder months (note I'm a local that always walks to the beach so totally unbiased).

